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ABSTRACT

Although much progress has been made for land-based systems, the developed tech

niques cannot be directly applied in environments where attenuation of light inten

sity is significant, and artificial lighting is the only source of illumination, as in deep

ocean environments. To achieve this, various illumination effects including those

caused by an artificial light source with limited power and light intensity attenua

tion due to absorption and scattering in the medium should be taken into account.

In this dissertation, equations for sceneradiance and image irradiance are developed

which model the attenuation phenomenon in an absorbing and scattering medium

such as sea water. Based on these models, the reflectance map for a Lambertian

surface illuminated by a point light source is derived. The dissertation then shows

how the orientation of planar patches with Lambertian reflectance properties can be

recoveredfrom their image shading. Closed-form solutions are given for cases when

either parallel or perspective projection is assumed. In either case, more robust

solutions can be obtained when other information such as distari.ce to the surface

is known. This dissertation also investigates effects due to motion of the camera

and light source relative to the scene. Based on a general brightness change equa

tion, pure translational motion and pure rotational motion are discussed. A least

square formula is derived to recover general motion of an object provided it has

three or more planar patches which can be identified. Computer simulation results

are presented to show the sensitivity of these solutions to noise in the data.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Vision is our most powerful and versatile sensing mechanism. Vision provides us

with vast amounts of information about our surroundings and enables us to inter

act intelligently with the environment, all without direct physical contact. Through

vision sensing, we can learn the position and identities of the objects in the envi

ronment. We can also learn the relationships between these objects. It is almost

spontaneous for people to make attempts at providing their machines with a sense

of vision.

1.1 Machine Vision versus Human Vision

What is machine vision? Machine vision has been defined by the Machine Vision

Association of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers and the Automated Vision

Association/Robotics Industry Association as the use 0/ devices JOY optical non

contact sensing to automatically receive and interpret an image 0/ a real scene in

order to obtain in/ormation andlo'l control machines or processes. Machine vision

tasks involve image sensing, image processing, pattern recognition and image under

standing. In other words, machine vision is concerned with achieving electronically

what the human eye does: visual perception.

Human vision is a tremendously complicated sense. Although much research

has been done by psychologists, neurobiologists and anatomists to understand vision

mechanisms including the structure of the eye, the spectral radiation stimulus,

neural mechanism, pathways and so on, the knowledge we have accumulated about

how our vision system operates is still fragmentary. Therefore, it is not surprising
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that many attempts to give machines a sense of vision have ended in failure (Horn

[1984]).

Human vision is also a tremendously powerful sense. It is suggested that the

optic nerve in each eye dissects each picture into about one million spatial data

points (picture elements). Retinas act like 1000 layers of image processors. Each

layer does something to the image (a process step) and passes it on. Since the

eye can process about 10 images per second, it processes 10,000 million spatial data

points per second per eye. A computer program was running on a PDP-10 computer

to emulate the retina. The computer can process one layer of one picture in 160

seconds (Zuech [1988]). In other words, a single eye has a computation power equal

to 1.6 million PDP-10's.

Based on our eye-brain capacity, current machine vision systems are primitive.

Most current installed machine vision systems are relatively simple and involve only

simple processing (Herbert [1988]). Limitations exist with current machine vision

technology. Examples of these limitations are the range of objects that can be

handled, the speed of interpretation, and the susceptibility to lighting problems

and minor variations in texture and reflectance of objects. However, on the other

hand, machine vision has dear advantages when it comes to capacity to conduct

multiple tasks or functions in a virtually simultaneous manner on the same object

or on different objects. With multiple sensor inputs, machine vision can even handle

many tasks on different locations.

Some comparisons that can be made between machine vision and human vision.

(1) Most current machine vision is a serial processor. Because of sensor technology,

information about a scene is derived serially, one spatial data point at a time.

However, human vision is a parallel processing activity. Wetake in all the content of

a scene simultaneously. (2) Machine vision generally works on two dimensional data
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and many machine vision systems are monocular (equipped by one camera only).

However, human vision is naturally three dimensional by virtue of our stereovision

system. (3) Machine vision is generally a gray scale interpreter regardless of hue,

based on the spectral response of the sensor. Human vision interprets color based

on the spectral response of our photoreceptors. However, sensors exist that permit

machine vision systems to view phenomena beyond the range of human eyes. (4)

Machine vision can be quantitative while human vision is qualitative and subjective.

The process of human vision begins when light from some source is reflected

from an object. The lens in the eye focuses the light onto the retina. The light strikes

pigments in the rods and cones, where a neural network modifies these signals in

a complex manner before they even reach the optic nerve and are passed onto the

occipital nerve, where cognitive processing of the image starts. Generally speaking,

we establish models of our surroundings early, and interpret what we observe based

on a priori known relationships stemming from learned models. Machine vision

imitates human vision, but it has a long way to go.

1.2 Historical Review of Machine Vision

The field of machine vision has been developed along with other development involv

ing the use of computers in manufacturing. In the early 1950s, pattern recognition

and analysis received a big push due to the research sponsored by the National

Institute of Health (Nffi) for various types of diagnostics based on blood and tissue

analyses. These tasks typically involved counting of cells designated by a common

optical density.

The military supported a. great deal of research and development to provide

operator assistance in interpreting andlor automating the interpretation of surveil

lance photos. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
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u.s. Geological Survey also supported research and development in this field. In an

attempt to emulate the eye's performance, the military and the NIH have supported

much research to provide an understanding of how the eye operates.

Advances in electronics have made it technically feasible to consider applying

machine vision. Micro-electronics have resulted in improved solid state sensors,

higher density memory, and faster microcomputers. Progress has also been made

in fiber-optics, lasers, and solid state cameras. Simultaneously, the costs associated

with these improved products have decreased, making it possible to apply machine

vision cost-effectively.

In the late 19608 minicomputer based image analysis equipment became avail

able for biological and metallurgical pattern recognition examinations. In general,

commercially available products had limited performance envelopes and were very

expensive. In the early 19708, the National Science Foundation (NSF) began to

support applied research focused on specific advanced manufacturing technology

issues. Several of these included projects on machine vision.

By the mid-19708, exploratory steps were being taken to apply the technology in

manufacturing. Several companies began to offer products that resembled what now

appear to be machine vision systems. Virtually every installation had a significant

custom content so that the system was really dedicated to performing one task and

one task only. For example, machine vision was used to control the quality (to detect

blemishes) of French fries. Some systems also became available that performed

tasks with potential for widespread adoption. Pattern recognition systems that

automate the wire bonding process in the manufacture of semiconductor circuits

is one such example. Computer-based electro-optical products also entered the

marketplace to automatically inspect web products, silicon wafers, gage diameters,

and so on. Toward the end of the 1970s, products became available to perform

4
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off-line dimensional measurements essentially automating optical comparator and

coordinate measuring-machine-type products.

Since 1980, many companies have been established that have introduced more

flexible machine vision products. There are also many companies offering similar

equipment with a similar complement of components dedicated to specific tasks:

trace verification on printed circuit boards or thick-film hybrid circuits, diode veri

fication and evaluation systems, character readers, photomask inspection, wet and

dry product color sorters, drop analyzers, seam tracking, particulate in solution

analysis, tablet/capsule inspection, integrated circuit (IC) mask blank inspection,

and so on. These have been designed to satisfy specific needs in specific industries.

Most of these products can be characterized as "solutions looking for prob

lems." We may classify machine vision systems by types of applications addressed

by these systems: gaging, robot guidance, cosmetic inspection, verification, contour

ing, identification, and pattern recognition. The data sheets from most machine

vision companies would have you believe their products can address all of these

tasks. In fact, most machine vision systems have evolved based on a single idea

about how human vision works. Consequently, while well suited for some specific

tasks, the performance of other tasks will only be successful under the most ideal

(limited).conditions. It is not uncommon that not only are the vision system design

ers or manufacturers unable to quantify the application parameters related to their

products, but most applications are further complicated because the application

parameters themselves are qualitative rather than quantitative.

Generally, the difficulties in bringing machine vision systems to the practical

applications have been both technical and economical: the current performance of

machine vision systems is still very limited and their cost compared with the same

task performed by humans is unfavorable. However, there is every reason to believe
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that once we achieve machine vision with a capability even modestly approaching

that of human vision and at competitive cost, the applications of machine vision

will explode.

1.3 Significance of This Dissertation Research

There are many promising applications of machine vision techniques. In industry,

most applications are in the areas of materials handing, autonomous vehicle or

robot guidance, inspection, process control and so on. Progress has been made in

these areas where the visual environment can controlled and the task faced by the

machine vision system is clear-cut.

Machine vision for underwater applications, such as the navigation of unmanned

vehicles or the operation of robot divers, is a challenging research topic which has

not been explored. Over the last decade, there has been a dramatic increase in

the applications of unmanned vehicles to marine fields. Remotely operated vehicles

have become an important tool for undersea visual survey, inspection, repair, equip

ment retrieval and pipeline laying. During long duration surveys, operator fatigue

and inattention are major factors influencing the reliability of remote video recon

naissance. Safety, flexibility and economics are other major factors that dictate

the need for the development. of undersea vehicles with a great degree of autonomy.

Certainly, machine vision can substantially increase the autonomy of an underwater

vehicle. It is undoubted that, ultimately, advanced computer techniques will change

the role of the human being from an operator to a supervisor with a significant de

crease in fatigue and increase in reliability and productivity. Many computer vision

techniques have been developed for analyzing two-dimensional images to extract

information about three-dimensional properties of objects in a scene, such as their
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shape, motion, position and spatial arrangements, color, etc. The information ex

tracted from images can allow the vision system (vehicle or robot) to interact with

the environment "smartly or intelligently". In order to extract useful and reliable

information about the objects in a scene from their images, it is necessary to de

termine how these images are formed. In other words, it is important to know how

conditions and physical properties in the scene, such as the illumination condition,

the optical property of the medium, the location, shape, orientation of the imaged

objects, and the sensor characteristics, are encoded into the brightness patterns that

are recorded as images of the scene.

In machlne vision systems, scene analysis methods are developed based on the

natural conditions of these environments. To date most of the research work in

computer vision has involved the development image analysis techniques for under

standing a variety of land environments such as laboratories, factories, and natural

outdoor scenes. Other work, including that for space applications, has for the most

part involved image processing rather than machine vision. In land-based systems,

for example, outdoor environments take advantage of uniform natural lighting form

the sky, and indoor laboratory and factory environments use controlled lighting

chosen to optimize image quality. Most of these land-based vision systems have

involved the treatment of objects in a non-absorbing non-scattering medium and a

stational source of illumination. These assumptions are obviously not valid for a

camera-laden vehicle or robot carrying its own light source in an undersea environ

ment. Therefore, the techniques developed for the land-based environments, for the

most part, cannot be directly employed in an underwater environment where light

absorption or scattering effects are not negligible.

Although much research has been done on the optical properties of natural

waters (for example, Duntley [1963], Jerlov [1976], and Clerke [1939]), modeling
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the formation of underwater images is still an open research problem (for exam

ple, McGlamery [1979], and Jaffe [1986,1988]). To develop very accurate models

accounting for all undersea events that affect the image irradiance, especially in

cluding multi-scattering effects, is not very practical (see Appendix I for details) if

it is possible. Therefore, development of simplified models which are acceptable for

underwater machine vision systems is also a research topic of great significance.

In this dissertation, a primary mathematical model has been introduced. The

model describes the optical image formation in an attenuating medium such as

ocean water where back-scattering effects are not significant or can be eliminated.

This model was developed based on the optical property of natural waters and

the basic laws in optics. Theoretically, the development of this model is convinc

ing. Recently, we came across a paper by Anglebeck [1966] that used a similar

model for underwater laser scanning imaging system. Anglebeck used his model to

study the contrast or quality of underwater images created through laser scanning.

McGlamery [1979] and Jaffe [1986, 1988] also introduced quite complicated image

formation models. Their models were used to compare the performance of different

imaging systems or create synthetic underwater images. It should be noted that

models (algorithms) which are suitable for creating synthetic 2-D images of 3-D

scenes are not necessary to be the models (algorithms) can be used to recover 3-D

information from 2-D images. It is well known that the task of creating images of

3-D scenes (computer graphics) is a well-posed problem and has unique solutions.

However, the task of recovering 3-D information such as orientation, position or

motion of imaged objects from their images (machine vision/image understanding)

is an ill-posed problem and, generally, does not have a unique solution. In other

words, even ifperfect models to generate underwater images are given, they may not

be directly employed or easily converted to methods suitable for underwater image

8



understanding. Therefore, development of models for underwater machine vision is

still worth much effort. Our model has been developed for applying machine vision

techniques in light attenuating media such as clear sea waters and, based on our

literature search, no similar research had been reported.

This dissertation research was initiated by asking simple questions: What are

the distinctive problems for vision systems in light attenuating media compared with

vision systems on land? Do these particular conditions carry more ambiguities,

extra information, or both? H extra information exists, how do we exploit it to

attack machine vision tasks? This dissertation research made, to the best of our

knowledge, a first attempt at employing passive vision techniques to study these

problems.

It was not very difficult to see that distinctions between underwater vision

systems and land-based systems primarily come from different light propagation

patterns and illumination conditions. We have found that attenuation of light in a

medium brings us new ambiguities as well as extra information. We have discovered

an ambiguity in shape recovery, that is, a region with uniform brightness in an image

taken in an attenuating medium may correspond to an infinite number of shapes

of patches in the scene. We have also made efforts to utilize the extra information

in image shading to recover the shape of unknown objects, or to recover position,

orientation, and motion of known objects from their images. Results have been

achieved and these pieces of recovered information can help a vehicle or robot to

locate, identify, and manipulate objects in a light attenuating medium such as sea

water as wen as determine its position, attitude and motion relative to the nearby

landmarkers.

We hope this dissertation research will open up an unfledged land to allow the

development of machine vision techniques for applications in light attenuating media

9
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and/or non-uniform illumination environments. As we know that an innovation

cycle usually has several stages. In the first phase, that is, the stage of research,

people that are experts in the field add new knowledge to the field. In the next

stage, the development phase, researchers/engineers conduct test implementations

and perform test operations that are more like solutions looking [or problems. H

the second phase is successful, the technique or product is ready to be prepared

for practical applications and/or early commercialization. It is obvious that our

contributions to the field were made in the first stage and, the door to the second

stage has been opened.

1.4 Outline of This Dissertation

This dissertation starts with an introduction. In Chapter 2, a review of the optical

properties of natural waters is given, the optical parameters to describe the prop

agation of light in water are introduced. Simplified models for the scene radiance

and image irradiance equations that incorporate effects due to light attenuation by

the medium are presented. Based on these models, the reflectance map for a Lam

bertian surface illuminated by a point source is derived in Chapter 3. Reflectance

maps are substantial entities in machine vision in the sense that they can be used

to determine the shape of an object from its image shading (Horn & Sjoberg [1979],

Hom [1986]), this is a problem known as shape from shading.

In Chapter 4, we show how reflectance map of Chapter 3 can be employed

to recover shape. This problem is generally under-constrained since surfaces with

different shapes can have the same image. For example, we have shown a region with

uniform brightness in an underwater image may correspond to an infinite number or

shapes of patches in the scene. In Chapter 5, the case of planar surfaces is studied

and it is shown that their orientation can be determined uniquely and in from the
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image shading. Case studies in Chapter 5 will cover both parallel and perspective

projections. Simplified solutions are derived when the distance to the planar patch

is known. In Chapter 6, computer simulation results for recovering orientation are

presented, and the sensitivity of the solution to noise under various conditions is

studied.

Motion vision is studied in Chapter 7 of this dissertation. A general expression

of the brightness change due to the relative motion between the imaging system and

the imaged object is given. Based on the brightness change equation, methods for

recovering motion parameters in a light attenuating medium with a point source

illumination are provided. Chapter 8 shows the computer simulation results of

recovering rotational motion.

Finally, in Chapter 9, conclusions are made on both static image understanding

and motion vision. From the static information of images, orientation of planar

patches can be accurately recovered if the distance to the planar surface is known;

orientation can also be recovered without such information but more computation is

needed. From a sequence of images, the motion of an imaged object (or the motion

of a camera relative to the scene) can be completely recovered provided that three

or more planar regions with distinct orientation can be identified in the scene.

This dissertation also includes five appendices. In the first part of Appendix

I we present a brief review of the scattering theories. Rayleigh scattering, Mie

scattering, concepts of angular distribution of scattered energy, and multiple scat

tering are introduced. In the second part of Appendix I, image formation models

accounting for first order scattering effects by using integrations are presented. Ap

pendix II gives detailed derivations of equations used in Chapter 4 for recovering

the orientation of planar Lambertian surface patches from their static images. Both

parallel projection and perspective projection are discussed. Detailed derivations of
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equations for recovering motion parameters of pure rotational motion are presented

in Appendix m. These equations are used in Chapter 7. Appendix IV presents a

detailed discussion on motion when perspective projection is used. Appendix V has

two sections. The first section includes a discussion on a special case of our research

- point source illumination in a non-attenuating medium. We will show that we

can recover the orientation of planar patches without any knowledge of depth using

only the first-order brightness spatial derivatives. However, when a collimated light

source is used for illumination or the point light source is far away for the scene, no

unique solutions can be achieved. In other words, there is an ambiguity in recovery

of orientations that two patches if their tilt is proportional to their depth will have

the same image shading. The second section of Appendix V presents several exper

iments conducted in air (light attenuation in clear air is negligible) when a point

light source is employed. These experiments partially verified our models and so

lutions developed for vision systems in light attenuating media. These experiments

also have shown that our results can be extended to land-based systems when a

point source illumination is utilized.

12



CHAPTER 2

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF NATURAL WATERS

Electromagnetic radiation propagating undersea interacts with the water and the

materials dissolved or suspended in it. The effects of interaction include absorption,

scattering and fluorescence. Absorption is the process whereby light energy is lost

from the light field and converted to other forms - primarily heat, or photosyn

thesis. Scattering, on the other hand, is the process whereby the light energy is

re-distributed spatially but not converted to another form of energy as in absorp

tion. Fluorescence is the absorption of radiation at one wavelength and emission at

a longer wavelength.

Absorption in a medium can be wavelength or color dependent. Water shows

strong absorption in the ultraviolet and infrared portion of the spectrum which

is caused by resonances of the water molecule in these bands. The ultraviolet

resonances are caused by electron excitation while the infrared resonances are caused

by molecule excitation. Water molecules are electrically polarized and the infrared

resonances are therefore particularly strong. Resonances in liquids are normally very

broad and spread over wide wavelength bands. Even though the peak absorption

wavelength of natural waters is generally outside the visible region, it is strong

enough to affect adjacent portions of the visible region. Because of the broad-band

effects of the resonances, there is little reason to believe that we can find a narrow

band where water transmission is better than in the blue-green region. Absorption

characteristics of water have been carefully measured over the entire visible region

with very na...1"!'OW (0.1 nanometer) bands, and no unusual high transmission windings

have been found (Mertens [1970]).

13



Scattering of light in sea waters is predominantly due to transparent biologi

cal organisms and particles large compared with the wavelength of light (Duntley

[1963]). Scattering is also contributed by fine particulars, molecules of water, and

various solutes. However, these contributions are usually quite minor. The mag-

nitude of these scattering components vary inversely as the fourth power of the

wavelength (see Rayleigh Scattering in Appendix I), and it is heavily masked by

nonselective scattering due to large particles (see Mie Scattering in Appendix I).

Therefore, scattering in ocean waters is virtually independent of wavelength.

---------~

scattered
li<1lt ......~

....(0
_____--bo--"Vl~'7717o"" _

(Z) {Z+AZ}

collimated li~t beam

Ii~t

SOlI'ce

PIGURE 2-1

Attenuation of Light in a Collimated Beam

Let us consider a narrow monochromatic collimated light beam, shown in Figure

2-1. Light is attenuated by the medium if the photons are absorbed inside the beam

or scattered outside the beam. The irradiance can be described by an exponential

equation:

E(Z) = Eoe-cz. (2 - 1)

(This exponential expression and following definitions - attenuation coefficient,

volume absorption coefficient, volume scattering coefficient, and volume scattering

function - can be found in many papers and optics books such as Duntley [1963],

Brown [1965], Mertens [1970], Jerlov [1976], Born & Wolf [1980], Blizard [1986].
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For conciseness, we will not reference them repeatedly.) In equation (2-1), Eo is

the irradia.nce at the reference distance Z =0, and e = 2.718 is the base of natural

logarithms, and e is the attenuation coefficient.

Both absorption and scattering contribute to the attenuation coefficient:

c= a+a, (2- 2)

where a is the volume absorption coefficient and a is the volume scattering coefficient.

The volume absorption coefficieni a is defined as the fraction of the power ab

sorbed from a collimated beam per unit distance traversed in the medium, that

is,

-1m, (2- 3)

where 4J is the radiant flux in watts, and 4Ja is the absorbed radiant flux. Here, we

have assumed that the light propagates along the z-axis.

The volume scattering coefficient a is the fraction of power scattered out of a

collimated beam per unit distance traversed in the medium,

-1m, (2-4)

where 4J. is the scattered flux.

The volume scattering function ,8(0) is the scattered radiant intensity in a di

rection 0 (Figure 2-1) per unit scattering volume elY (m- S ) divided by the incident

irradiance E (watta/m2 ) , that is,

(2 - 5)

where I is the scattered radiant intensity in watts/str. The relationship between the

volume scattering function and the volume scattering coefficient is

3 = 2",1" ,8(0) sin 0dO.

15
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Equations (2-1) and (2-2) imply that the effects of absorption and scattering are

identical. It should be emphasized that these equations are valid only for monochro

matic collimated light beam provided the scattered light rays outside the beam are

not scattered back into the light beam again.

When the light gain from scattering is partially taken into account, the model

for radiative transfer in an absorbing and scattering medium such as ocean water

can. be given by:

E(Z + ~Z} = E(Z) e-cAZ + E*, (2 -7)

where E = d4J/dA (watt,,/m2 ) . The first term on the right side of the equation rep

resents the direct irradiance at Z + az, and the second term is the gain obtained

from scattering. The latter quantity takes into account the contribution from every

volume element in the medium as a source of scattering. The complexity of calcu

lating the second term. leads one to consider an approximation. For small optical

depths (that is, where caZ is quite small), this term takes the simple form (Mertens

[1970])

E* = E(Z)c-cA Z2'" (azif P(8)8in8dO). (2- 8)

It should be noted that the upper limit of integration in the equation (2-8) is 7r/2,

which means that only the forward scattering is taken into account. Using equation

(2-8), equation (2-7) becomes

E(Z + aZ) =E(Z) c-cAZ (1 + 21l'~ZifP(8)sin8d8). (2 - 9)

Let "I be the forward-scattering coefficient, that is,

"I =21l'l f
P(8)sin8d8. (2 -10)

If 81AZ is small, (1+"1 AZ) can be replaced by c·/ AZ. Then the irradiance at Z+AZ

can be expressed as

E(Z + AZ) = E(Z) e-1cA Z ,
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where Ir: = c - a/. Similarly, the apparent radiance in the medium satisfies (Mertens

[1970))

L(Z + AZ) = L(Z) e-eAZ + L·, (2 -12)

where L is the radiance in watta/m2atr, and L· is the gain from scattering. The ex

pression of the gain is very complicated (see Appendix I), which leads to determining

it from semi-empirical expressions or experimental data.

TABLE 2-1

Volume Attenuation Coefficient and Scattering Coefficient

of Pure Water

(taken from Jerlov [1976])

Wavelength

(nm)

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

750

Attenuation

Coo. (m-1)

0.043

0.019

0.036

0.069

0.186

0.288

0.500

2.400

Scattering

Coef. (m-1)

0.00581

0.00349

0.00222

0.00149

0.00109

Attenuation coefficients have been measured for distilled or pure water (Table 2

1) as well as for many ocean water samples. In all cases, attenuation varies with the

light wavelength, Minimum attenuation generally occurs in the blue or green region

(around 400 ;om to 500 nm). Attenuation of pure water at a given waveiength is the

minimum value compared with that of any type of water at the same wavelength

(Mertens [1970]).
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TABLE 2-2

Attenuation Coefficient of Ocean Water at Various Locations
for Wavelength 440 nm

(taken from Duntley [1963])

Attenuation Coefficient (m-1 )

0.125

0.083

0.083

0.10

0.11

0.16

0.25

Caribbean

Pacific N. Equatorial Current

Pacific Countercurrent

Pacific Equatorial Divergence

Pacific S. Equatorial Current

Gulf of Panama

Galapagos Island

Location

The optical properties of pure water and pure sea-water have been compared

by Blizard [1986]. In the visible region, the sea salts do not appear to contribute

much to the absorption. In the ultraviolet region, strong absorption by the various

ions especially bromide occurs. The scattering coefficient of pure sea-water is about

1.3 times that of the pure water in the region from wavelength 375 nm to 600 nm,

Besides salt, any additional dissolved and/or suspended materials in sea water (for

example, soluble organic material, detritus, living organisms, and inorganic parti

cles) also serve to increase the absorption and/or scattering. Although attenuation

of the clearest ocean water approaches that of distilled water, coastal and estuarial

waters generally have much higher attenuation with coefficients about one order of

magnitude greater than those for clear ocean water. Certain dissolved materials

(known as yellow substance) in coastal, estuarial, and lake waters absorb strongly

in the blue spectral region and thus cause a shift in the peak transmission region
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toward the green spectral region. This explains why coastal water appears quite

greenish when compared with oceanic water.

Ocean waters are not homogeneous. Due to variatlons in concentration of sus-

pended particles, such as river runoff and phytoplanktons, the optical properties

in the ocean can vary significantly with time and/or location (Gordon [1979]). Ta

ble 2-2 (taken from Duntley [1963]) gives the attenuation coefficients of ocean water

at various locations. The typical values of attenuation coefficient are in the range

of 0.05 m-1 to 0.25 m-1 •

The deeper ocean waters tend to have a relatively uniform good transmission.

Table 2-3 (taken from Duntley [1963]) shows the attenuation coefficients of clear

ocean water at various depths between Madeira and Gibraltar. It can be seen

that the variation of attenuation coefficient of the clear ocean water is not very

significant.

TABLE 2-3

Attenuation Coefficient of Ocean Water at at Various Depths
for Wavelength 465 nm

In the Vicinity of Madeira and Gibraltar

(taken from Duntley [1963])

Depth (m)

0-10

10-25

25-50

50-75

75-90

Attenuation Coefficient (m-1 )

0.053

0.050

0.055

0.067

0.063
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CHAPTER 3

IMAGE BRIGHTNESS EQUATION

We assume that the underwater vehicle or robot is equipped with a single camera

for its vision. No color information is available. Therefore, brightness in the image

is the only primary signal that the vision system can exploit for extracting its

needed information. Image brightness depends on many factors such as light source

intensity, optical property of the medium, relative position and orientation of the

imaged object with respect to the vision system, the reflectance properties of the

imaged surface. In this chapter, the image brightness equation for a surface with

Lambertian reflectance properties is developed.

lig,t

scene

FIGURE 3-1

Components Affecting Underwater Image Brightness

Let us consider a narrow monochromatic collimated beam in an underwater

environment. Figure 3-1 shows various components affecting underwater image
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brightness. Ray 1 is the dirut component which comes from the light source and

is reflected by the imaged. surface towards the camera. Of course, the intensity of

ray 1 (or any other rays) is attenuated by the medium due to the absorption. Ray

2 represents the forward scattering event where some photons are scattered outside

the light beam by the medium and will never go back to the beam. This effect,

although different from absorption, can be treated identically as absorption. Ray

3 is the back scattering component. Photons in ray 3 are reflected towards the

camera by molecules of the medium or suspended particles in the medium. Energy

in ray 3 will increase the brightness of the image, however, it does not carry any

information about the imaged surface. Multiple scattering is shown as ray 4. Light

is scattered outside the beam. and scattered back to the beam. Although it carries

some information about the scene, it is difficult to relate the intensity of ray 4 to

the properties of the imaged surface since we can hardly predict the travel patterns

of the photons in this ray. In this dissertation, only the effectsfrom ray 1 and 2 will

be considered, and the contributions of ray 3 and 4 are assumed to be negligible or

have been removed by some means.

FIGURE ::-:

Lighting Geometry
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Consider the lighting geometry illustrated in Figure 3-2, where a point light

source is located at some distance to the side of the camera. Let the camera focal

point be the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system. The optical axis is chosen as

the Z-axis, and the image is formed on the plane Z =1, parallel to the XY-plane,

In other words, the camera focal length is assumed to be unit length, without loss

of generality. Consider a point source of radiance I. positioned at R. = (X., Y., Z.)T.

The irradiance at some point R = (X,Y, Z)T on the surface, after attenuation of

radiant flux from the source to the scene, is given by

(3 - 1)

where I is the distance from the light source to R:

1= VeX - x.r~ + (Y - ~)2 + (Z - Z.)2.

Assnming a surface with Lambertian reflectance properties, the radiance at R

is

1
L(R) = -COSIp E(R),

'"
(3 - 2)

where I(J is the angle between the normal at R and the incident ray from the source.

We therefore have:

L(R) = :p e-cl
C081p, (3 - 3)

which is the same result given by Mertens [1970] and Blizard [1986].

Let n = (-p, -q, l)T be the surface gradient at R, where p =aZjax and q =aZjay

are gradients of the surface in the X am Y direction, respectively. We obtain

(3 -4)

where n= njlnl is the unit normal at R.
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The irradiance of r, the image of scene point R, is determined from the radiance

at R, after taking into account the attenuation of the reflected ray from R to r:

E(r) = L(R)e-cD ,

where

D = IRI =';)(2 + Y2+ Z2.

Substituting for different terms, we have

E(r) = :p (p(x. - X) + q(Y. - Y) - (Z. - Z») e-c(I+D).

(3 - 5)

(3 - 6)

This expression can be simplified if we incorporate certain assumptions about the

light source, camera, and scene geometry. First we assume that the camera and

the light source separation is negligible relative to the distance to the surface of the

scene. We then have R. ~ 0 and I ~ D. Furthermore, since the reflected beam is

assumed to be narrow, we have I» X, I» Y, and I ~ Z. Using these simplifications,

the image irradiance at r can be expressed in the form:

where

and

E(r) = I. f(p, q)I(Z),
11'

I(Z) = ~e-2CZ,

1
f(P,q) = Vr + q2 + 1

(3 - 7)

This is our model of the reflectance map for a Lambertian surface Z(X, Y) In a

light attenuating medium, illuminated by a point source. It describes the image

brightness of a surface patch in terms of the position and orientation of points

on the surface relative to the light source and camera. It should be noted that a
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similar model was proposed by Anglebeck [1966] for an underwater laser scanning

and imaging system.

To examine the approximations applied to equation (3-6) to arrive at equation

(3-7), consider the following order of magnitude analysis. If the distance between

the light source to the camera is 100 units, and the scene is a plane located at a

distance of 500 units from the camera, the maximum errors in D ~ Z and I ~ Z are

less than 1% and 2.2%, respectively, within a view angle of 12 degrees. These errors

decrease as the distance to the scene increases.

In the following two chapters, the reflectance map derived in this chapter will be

used to study shape ambiguities and to recover orientation of planar surfaces. We

willconsider two types of projections in this dissertation, parallel (orthographic) and

perspective (central). We will assume that the projection geometry is independent

of image radiometry; that is, where the image of some scene point appears has no

impact on how bright it will appear in the image. In addition, we will assume that

the reflectance model of equation (3-7) is valid under both projections.

When parallel projection is considered, a point R = (X, ~ Z)T projects onto the

point r = (2:, y, I)T in the image, where we have 2: = X and y = Y. In the case of

perspective projection, the relationship between the coordinates of a scene point

and the corresponding image point is given by r = (liZ) R, where Z, referred to as

the depth of point R, is the distance to the scene point along the optical axis.
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CHAPTER 4

SHAPE AMBIGUITY

The reflectance map, equation (3-7) derived in chapter 3, encodes information about

the orientation of a surface patch relative to the light source, illumination condition,

and the attenuation of light in the medium. Therefore, it can be used to obtain

useful information about the scene from its image.

In a land environment where uniform illumination from a distance source is

employed, the normalized reflectance map takes on the simple form:

E(%,y) = R(p,q), (4 - 1)

where p =dZ/dX and q = dZ/dY and the function R(p, q) depends on the illumination

condition, the reflectance property of the surface, and its orientation relative to the

light source. Many algorithms have been developed for recovering the shape of ar

bitrary objects from their image shading (Hom & Brooks [1989], Horn [19861, Horn

& Sjoberg [1979]). This is the problem known as shape from shading. For a planar

Lambertian surface, the reflectance map, equation (4-1), is a constant, correspond

ing to a region of uniform brightness in the image. Therefore, the orientation of a

planar patch cannot be determined from its image shading.

In an undersea environment, however, the light intensity is reduced by the

medium. Based on the derivation in chapter 3, the reflectance map is

E(%, y) = I. f(p, q)I(Z) ,
~

(4 - 2)

where f(p,q} = l/.JrF+ q2 + 1 and I(Z) = e-2cZ /P. This reflectance map has the term

i (p,q) which corresponds to R(p, q) in equation (4-1) as well as the factor I(Z) =

e-2cZ /z2 which contains information about the depth. Therefore, it not only can
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be used to determine the shape of underwater objects (similar to that in land

based systems), but also can be used to determine the orientation of planar patches

(detailed discussion will be given in Chapter 5). However, the problem of shape

recovery from underwater images is usually under-constrained. As an example,

we will show that an image area with constant brightness could correspond to an

infinite number of curved surface patches. We will also present expressions to these

surface patches.

Form the brightness equation or reflectance map given in (4-2) we can see that

an area of the same brightness implies that

(4 - 3)

where Ce is a positive constant. It is obvious that a planar patch which is perpen

dicular to the optical axis, that is, a patch with constant Z, p and q (p = q = 0), is

a solution to equation (4-3). It can also be seen that a tilted planar patch will not

satisfy the condition of uniform brightness because of variation of the depth. In

the other hand, a non-planar patch could be the solution to the constant brightness

equation. Let us consider a ruled surface with rulings parallel to the Y-axis, that

is, a surface with

az
q= ay =0.

Then, we have

which can be written as

I, 1 1 -2cZ ,.,e - \J.'" v'p2 + 1 P - e,
(4 - 4)

(4 - 5)

where Ie = I,/free • A closed form solution to the differential equation (4-5) may be

hard to find, in general. The solution however can be obtained numerically. An
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approximation solution can be found if we assume that 1I;'Jz-4e-4cZ :> 1. We then

have

az =±kZ-2 -2cZax e.

It is not difficult to obtain the solution to equation (4-6) as

(4 - 6)

(4 -7)

where Zo is the distance from the origin to the fixation point (X = y = 0) on the

surface.

It is obvious there is an infinite number of solutions to equation (4-3) since

any surfaces obtained by rotating the surface of equation (4-7) around the Z axis

will satisfy the uniform brightness condition. Furthermore, solutions can also be

achieved when q = az/ay is preset to any reasonable value. This tells us that in an

underwater environment an image region with constant brightness may correspond

to a planar patch perpendicular to the viewing direction or infinite number of curVed

surfaces. In a land environment, however, the same image may correspond to planar

patches at arbitrary orientation.
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CHAPTER 5

RECOVERING ORIENTATION OF PLANAR PATCHES

The problem of recovering the shape of an object from its image shading has been

addressed extensively for vision systems in non-attenuating. medium. Horn [1970]

[1975] found the general solution of the shape from shading problem and later

reworked the solution to make use of the reflectance map. Woodham [1979] [1981]

[1984] worked on the shape from shading problem using the Hessian matrix. The

uniqueness of solutions were discussed by Bruss [1981] [1982] [1983], Brooks [1982]

and Deift [1981]. Unfortunately, the developed techniques cannot be directly applied

to applications in an underwater environment. In this chapter, we show how the

information from attenuating in the medium. is used to recover the orientation of

Lambertian planar surface patches when either parallel or perspective projection is

assumed. Closed-form solutions are derived, and more robust solutions are obtained

when other information such as the distance to the surface patch is known.

Consider a planar patch Z = Zo+ pX + qY with uniform Lambertian reflectance

property which is illuminated by a point source near the origin of the coordinate

system (the lighting geometry was described in Chapter 3). Based on equations

(3-7), the image brightness or reflectance mapcan be written as

where

E{::: tl) =K .!.e-2CZ
':11 Z2 ' (5 - 1)

is a constant. It is worth mentioning again that the image irradiance of a Lambertian

planar patch in a light attenuating medium, such as ocean water, is not a region with

uniform brightness as is the case for the same object in a land environment when
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illumination is uniform. Because of this, it is possible to determine the orientation

of a planar patch from the measurements of its image brightness gradients.

5.1 Parallel Projection

The equation of a planar patch can be written as

Z= Zo+pX+qY. (5.1 - 1)

When parallel projection is considered, we have :c = X and 11 = Y (:C I 11 are the

coordinates in the two dimensional image), which results in

Z = Zo + p:c + qy.

Differentiating the reflectance map in equation (5-1), we obtain

aE 1
Ea = a:c = -2p(c + Z)E,

aE 1
EJI =- = -2q(c + -)Eall Z I

(5.1- 2)

(5.1- 3)

(5.1- 4)

where E.. = (Ea , E JI, 0) is the image brightness gradient. In fact, the brightness varia

tion in any arbitrary direction ~(Q) in the image (01 is the angle between the direction

~ and the e-axla] is given by a similar expression

es az 1 1
E, = - = -2-(c + -)E = -2g(c + -)E,

a~ a~ Z Z
(5.1- 5)

where g= az/a~ is the change in depth Z on the surface in the direction e. It is also

allowed to write

E, = EzcOSQ+ E:JsinQ.

Because of the similarity amongst expressions of P, q and g, we will use the general

variable 9 in place of p or q, where appropriate. We will refer to 9 as the orientation
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(5.1- 6)

parameter. Correspondingly, E, will replace Ez or Ell. Generally, the orientation

parameter 9 is given by

9 =- 2(c + l/Z}E·

This equation shows that the knowledge of depth, the brightness, and the brightness

gradients at an arbitrary point in the image can be used to recover the orientation

parameter. In practice, the estimated parameter can be very sensitive to noise if a

single point is used only. Wewill show that we can use depth information at a single

point and brightness information over the whole image to recover the orientation of

the plane.

Case 1: Depth at a Single Point is Known

We first assume that depth at the origin of the image coordinate is known. In

other words, the distance from the camera to the planar patch along the optical axis,

that is, Zo is known. We will show that our solutions can use depth at an arbitrary

point in the image after a simple coordinate transform is performed. Substituting

Z = Zo + pz + qy into equations (5.1-3) and (5.1-4) and noting p/q = Ez/EII , we find

that the solutions for p and q, respectively, satisfy the quadratic equations:

2cE
Q E

z
p2 + [2E(1+ cZo}+ Q]p + EzZo = 0,

2cE ..2
Qyq + [2E(1+ cZo) + Q] q + EIIZo =0,

II

where Q = zEz + yEJI. Solving these equations, we have

__ Q + 2E(1 + cZo}± v'4E'2(1 + cZo)2+4E(1- cZo}Q+ Q2 E
p - 4cEQ ""

(5.1 - 7)

(5.1- 8)

(5.1 - 9)

(5.1-10)
_ Q + 2E(1 + cZo) ± v'4E'2(1 + cZor~ +4E(1- cZo}Q+ Q2 E

q - 4cEQ :,.

It can be shown (see Appendix II) that the correct solution is obtained when the

negative sign is employed in the above equations.
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To employ equations (5.1-9) and (5.1-10), the attenuation coefficient e is as

sumed to be known. Inaccurate estimates may be obtained if e is given only ap

proximately. Therefore, it is needed to consider the sensitivity of the recovered

parameters to the inaccuracy in the attenuation coefficient e. This can be deter-

mined from

ag 9
ae = e+ liZ'

where 9 stands for either p or q, The percentage error is given by

(5.1- 11)

(5.1-12)

It is obvious that the percentage error is negligible for small optical depth, that is,

eZ < 1. It approaches the error of the attenuation coefficient for very large optical

depth (eZ:> 1).

The error in Zo will affect the accuracy of the recovered parameters, too. As

suming Zo SI:$ Z, the effect can also be shown by the partial derivative of 9 with

respect to Z, that is,

or in percentages

8g 9
8Z = Z(eZ + I)' (5.1- 13)

(5.1- 14)

It is clear that the percentage error of 9 caused by the error in Z is smallest when

the optical depth goes to infinity, and it is largest for very small optical depth. It

is interesting to note that the percentage error of 9 will never exceed that of either

e or Z.

Now we show that Zo can be replaced by Z at any other point. Suppose we

know the depth at the point:

Z,. = Zo+pX,.+qY,..
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(5.1-15)

(5.1-16)

A simple coordinate transformation of X' = X - Xr , Y' =Y - Y,., and Z' = Z will give

us

Z' = Z = zo+ pCX' +Xr) + q(Y' +Yr) = Zr +pX' + qY'.

The knowledge of zr in the coordinate Z' = Zr + pX' + qY' is the same as that of Zo

in Z=Zo+pX+qY.

Case 2: No Depth Information is Available

In this case, we assume that no depth information at a point is available. H

we estimate that the optical depth (cZo) of the imaged patch is much greater than

1, the approximate solutions to equations (5.1-3) and (5.1-4) can be obtained by

neglecting the term liZ in these equations. The solutions are simply

Es
p= -2cE'

Ell
q= -2cE·

The recovered parameter has larger absolute value than that of the actual parameter

since we always have
1 1
->~-.,.."..,..

e [e + liZ)'
(5.1- 17)

where both e and Z are positive. Without the assumption of eZ :;» 1, the orientation

of planar patches can also be obtained at the expense of more computation. To

show this, let us define, using equation (5.1-3) or (5.1-4),

r = Er = -gee + .!.)
2E z' (5.1- 18)

where 9 is either p or q, and Er can be either Es or Ey , correspondingly. Noting that

g and e are constant and g = aEla), the derivative of both sides in equation (5.1-18)

with respect to ) is given by

rIO =:) (Er/2E) =~.
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Note the computation of second order derivatives of the brightness is required here.

Solving for Z, we have

Z=I;;I· (5.1- 20)

The absolute value is taken since Z is non-negative. Substituting equation (5.1-20)

into (5.1-18) and solving for g, we obtain

1
g= --(r+sgn(r)y'rf),

e
(5.1- 21)

where sgn(r) before,fif is the sign function, which is 1 when r ~ 0, and -1, otherwise.

5.2 Perspective Projection

When perspective projection is employed, the equation of a planar patch can be

expressed as

Zo
Z=Zo+pX+qY = (1 )'-p:z;- qy

The partial derivatives of image brightness are given by:

The solution for the orientation parameter 9 can be expressed as

(5,2 -1)

(5.2- 2)

(5.2 - 3)

(5.2 - 4)

(5.2 - 5)

To examine the sensitivity of 9 to inaccurate knowledge of c for perspective projec-

tion, we write

8g 9
8c = c+l/Z'

This expression is the same as that given for parallel projection. Therefore, the

same error analysis applies.
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Case 3: Depth at a Single Point is Known

In this case, we also assume that the distance from the camera to a point on the

planar patch is known. When the patch is far from the camera and projects onto

a relatively small region near the origin of the image, the depth variations over the

patch can be assumed negligible relative to the distance to the patch Zoo In other

words, it may be assumed that Z Il::I Zoo Replacing Z by Zo in equation (5.2-4), we

can estimate the orientation parameter from

g = 2(cZo+ I)E'
(5.2 - 6)

To reduce sensitivity to noise, this estimate can be averaged over some image region

A around the image origin:

az 1 ff Er
g =8i' =-A JJ 2(cZo+ I)E d:z: dy.

A

(5.2 -7)

It should be noted that we need depth Zo to recover the orientation of the patch.

Similar to that in case 1, the accuracy of Zo could affect the recovered parameters

of the orientation, too. To estimate the effect of Zo on parameter g, we can also

examine the partial derivative of g with respect to Zo; that is,

Or in percentage form:

ag cEr -c
azo = 2E(cZo+ 1)2 = cZo+ 1g.

(5.2 - 8)

(5.2 - 9)

The equation shows that the percentage error in g caused by inaccuracy of Zo is

negligible when the optical depth is much less than 1. When the optical depth is

very large, the percentage error of 9 is almost equal to that in Zoo

When the patch has a large inclination with respect to the optical axis or the

data from a large image area is to be averaged to reduce the effect due to image
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noise, the assumption of Z s::I Zc may no longer be valid. In this case, the orientation

of the planar patch can be determined (see Appendix II) from the two quadratic

equations:
1

E. [Q2 - 2QE] p2 + 2[(1 + cZo)E - Q)p + E. =0,

;" [Q2 _ 2QE] rf+2[(1 + cZo)E - Q)q+ E" =O.

where Q = zE. + yEll, as before. The solution is given by

__Q- E(l + cZo) ± v'E2(1 + CZo)2 - 2QcZoE E
g- 2EQ-Q2 ,.

(5.2-10)

(5.2 -11)

(5.2 - 12)

We show in Appendix II that the plus sign before the square root gives the correct

solution. Again, a more robust estimate can be obtained by averaging the data over

an image region.

Case 4: No Depth IniormatioD is Available

When we have no depth information, the orientation parameters can recovered

using second order derivatives of image brightness. We first recover the optical

depth cZo , then the techniques presented in previous case is applied to find the

orientation parameter.

Using equation (5.2-4), we define

E, ( ) Zr= -= - cZ+1 -g
2E z; ' (5.2 -13)

which is similar to the definition in Case 2 of this chapter. Differentiating both

sides of equation (5.2-11) with respect to ~, we have

r, = -(2cZ + l)~i.
°

Substituting equation (5.2-4) into (5.2-14), we can write

4E2 2cZ+ 1
Ef r, = - (cZ + 1)2'
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Since

equation (5.2-15) becomes

2EE" _ 2 = 2cZ + 1s: (cZ+l)2·

If we define

the solution to cZ can be obtained as

(5.2 -16)

(5.2 -17)

It can be shown (Appendix IT) that the positive sign in the equation always gives

us a positive solution to cZ. However, when the negative sign is chosen, equation

(5.2-17) gives a negative solution to cZ, which is obviously unacceptable.

Therefore, we can first recover the depth along the optical axis by employing

equation (5.2-17) in a small region around the image origin to reduce sensitivity to

noise. Having estimated zo, we can use equation (5.2-10) to recover the orientation

parameters.

We have shown that the orientation of planar patches can be recovered from

their image shading. When the depth of the planar patch along the optical axis is

known, the orientation of the patch can be estimated, for both parallel and perspec

tive projections, using the first derivatives of image brightness. In the absence of

depth information, we require the computation of second order derivatives of image

brightness. Hence, the method can be sensitive to noise. Computer simulations

have been performed to verify the solutions given in this chapter, procedures and

results of these simulations are given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6

COMPUTER SIMULATION

OF RECOVERING ORIENTATIONS

Computer simulations have been performed according to the theoretical derivations

in chapter 5. The results of simulations and comments presented in this chapter are

arranged in the same order as in Chapter 5. To determine the robustness of those

algorithms, the theoretically generated image brightness values are perturbed to

model noise effects. First, the synthetic image of a planar patch is constructed. For

a given orientation, image brightness is determined based on the reflectance map,

equation (3-7). Then, noise uniformly distributed in the range -L",EffIlU to +L",Ema:z

is added to the image. Here, E_ is the largest value of brightness in the noise-free

image, and L", is called the noise level. Different values of L", have been chosen for

simulations to see the sensitivity of the method to noise. We will see that the noise

level can be as high as to 0.4 when only first derivatives of the brightness are used

to recover the orientation assuming the depth information is available. ITthe depth

along the optical axis is unknown, the noise level has to be very low since second

derivatives are needed and they are rather sensitive to noise. For each case, the

orientation parameter of the patch is computed based on an average over an area

of 32 x 32 image points. A same orientation parameter is computed 20 times and

the percentage error is calculated from

~ f -I average of grec - gact1100711 error 0 9 - I

gad

where grec and gad are the recovered and actual values for the orientation parameter.

Again, 9 denotes either p =aZjax or q =aZjay.
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6.1 Parallel Projection

For parallel projection, image brightness of a planar patch is generated by the equa

tion given by

where K is a constant.

Case 1: Depth along Optical Axis is Known

The formula used in this case for estimating the orientation parameter is

az
..g.= - = -mE"

a~

where
Q+2E(1+ cZo} - V4~(1+cZo)2 +4E(1-cZo)Q+ Q2

m= 4cEQ 0

As mentioned before, the computation of the orientation parameter is done by

averaging over a region of 32 x 32 image points. Because of existence of noise,

the term inside the square root for computing m could be negative at some image

points which give us unacceptable solutions. When averaging, those "bad" points

are simply dropped from the computation.

Computer simulations are performed for different values of q and cZoo The

results are shown in figures 6.1-1 and 6.1-2. In figure 6.1-1, percentage errors of

the recovered parameter q is plotted when p = 1 and cZo = 1 are fixed. From our

simulations we have found that the value of p does not affect the error in q if p is

not very small (almost zero) or very large (more than 5). Therefore, p is chosen to

be 1 when q is varied.

Since Zo is known, we only use first derivatives of the image brightness to recover

the orientation parameter. Quite accurate estimates of the surface orientation can

be obtained even when the noise level is as high as 0.4. The results can be seen in
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figure 6.1-i, the percentage error of the recovered q is less than 10% except for very

small values of q. It is understandable that the error could be very large when the

actual orientation parameter is very small since the information used to recover the

orientation parameter is from the depth variation on the patch then the brightness

gradients. When the imaged patch is little tilted, the information or signal becomes

too weak compared with the noise.

In figure 6.1-2, the orientation parameter p is still fixed to be 1.0, but cZo is

varied from 1 to 6. The actual value of q is also fixed (q =3.0), and the percentage

error of q is plotted. The results are also satisfactory, all computed errors are less

than 10 percent when the noise is also quite high (L" = 0.4). From figure 6.1-2, it

seems that the results do not depend on the value of the optical depth cZo•

Case 2: Depth is Unknown

First, we assume that the optical depth is quite large, then the orientation

parameter is given by

az E,
g=-=--

a~ 2cE·

Computer simulation results for using this algorithm are shown in figures 6.1-3

and 6.1-4. In figure 6.1-3, the percentage error of q is plotted for different values of

q, when p =1.0 and cZo = 4. The noise level for this method is also chosen to be 0.4.

We see in figure 6.1-3, that the error is much larger than that is case 1 where the

depth along the optical axis is known. As explained in chapter 5, this method omits

the lIZ term compared with c, the results are biased, the recovered parameters have

a larger absolute value than the actual one. Computer simulation resuits also show

that the variation of the recovered parameter is almost the same as that in case 1

although the average error is much larger. In figure 6.1-4, the error in q is shown
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as depth cZo was varied. The error drops as the distance increases, as explained

earlier.

When the depth is completely unknown. Second derivatives of the image bright

ness are needed to recover the orientation. The solution for 9 is

9 =-!(r+aign(r)vrr),
c .

where

r = :~ = -g(c+ j).

In our computer simulations, averaging is taken over a 32 x 32 image area for

rand..;ri. Similar to the situation we faced in case 1, noise makes the value inside

the square root negative at some image points. These points are not considered in

the computation of the averages.

As we know, second derivatives of the brightness is much sensitive to noise. In

our simulations, the variation of the results become unacceptable when the noise

level is high. Although smoothing is employed, it can not always increase the

ratio of signal over noise. In figure 6.1-5, the error of recovered q is plotted as q

varies when the noise level Lfl =0.02. The other parameter is also a constant of 1,

the optical depth cZo is 1, too. It should be pointed out that the minimum error

around q = 0.75 is achieved due to smoothing. Computer simulations have shown

that the minimum error point shifts when more or less smoothing is applied to the

image brightness values and their derivatives. Figure 6.1-6 shows the error in q as

the optical depth cZo is varying. Our computer simulations have shown that the

location of the minimum error point also changes when the level of smoothing is

different.
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6.2 Perspective Projection

We have shown in chapter 5 that when perspective projection is employed, the image

brightness sa.tisfies:

where Z =Zo/(I- P% - qy). Or

E(%, y) =K (1- p~- qy)2 e-2cZo!(1-pa-w).

o

Here, K is constant if the intensity of the light is constant and the imaged patch is

a plane.

Case 3: Depth along Optical Axis is Known

If a planar patch is not much tilted with respect to the optical axis; that is,

the absolute value of p and q are relatively small. It may then be assumed that the

depth of points on the planar patch are approximately equal to Zoo The orientation

parameter 9 is then estimated from

9 = 2(cZo + I)E'

Figure 6.2-1 shows the computer simulation results when p = 1.0 and cZo = 1.0, and q

is varied in the range between 0.25 and 5.0. It can be seen that the error of q is quite

small, less than 3 percent, for q between 1.0 and 5.0. In figure 6.2-2, the error of q

is plotted as depth cZo was varied. The recovered orientation parameter q is quite

accurate. The error is below 5 percent and does not depend on the optical depth

cZo • .l:lowever, when the planar patch is much titled (for example, for p = 3.0 and

q > 3.0) the accuracy of the solution is not satisfactory anymore. Figure 6.2-5 shows

the error of q, which is varied in the range from 3.0 to 8.0. The other orientation

parameter p is set to 3.0 and cZo is still equal to 1.0. It is obvious that the error tends
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Here

to increase when q becomes large. This method is very robust since the orientation

can be accurately recovered even though the level of the added noise is set to be

0.4.

H the planar patch is much titled, the assumption of Z = Zo for all points on the

plane is no longer valid. For more accurate estimates of the orientation parameter,

the solution is given by

__ Q- E(l + cZo} + JE2(1 +CZo)2 - 2QcZoE E
g- 2EQ-Q2 "

where Q = ~Ea+yE". The computer simulation results are shown in figures 6.2-3, 6.2

4 and 6.2-6. Figures 6.2-3 and 6.2-4 show that the error in q is less than 5 percent as

long as the actual q is not too small. The accuracy of the recovered parameters does

not depend much on the optical depth cZo, either. When the orientation parameters

are large, this method giv~ more accurate results than those obtained by assuming

Z = Zoo This can be seen by comparing figures 6.2-6 and 6.2-5.

Case 4: Depth is Unknown

When the depth is unknown, we can also recover the orientation by using second

derivatives of the image brightness. Based on the derivation in chapter 5, we need

first to calculate cZo from

,-I±v?E!
cZo = 2 •-,

2EE"'=--,Et
is computed around the origin of the image plane. Then the same equations used

in case 3 can be employed to recover the orientation parameter.

Computer simulations to recover the optical depth (or depth because the atten

uation coefficient c is known) have been run and the results are shown in figures

6.2-7 and 6.2-8. In figure 6.2-7, the percentage error of cZo is plotted when p is set
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to 1, actual cZo is 1 and q is varied from 0.25 to 5. Also, we suffer from the pertur

bation of noise as in case 2 since second derivatives of the brightness are needed.

The error of the recovered depth is around 10 to 20 percent when the noise level is

set to 0.02. In figure 6.2-8, the error of the depth is shown when the actual optical

depth is varied. It can be seen that we have a minimum at cZo = 2.0 which is caused

by smoothing. The minimum point shifts when less or more smoothing is applied.

Also, we can see that the error increases when the actual depth becomes larger.

This is caused by two factors. One is signal to noise ratio as we explained for case

2. If a planar patch moves far away from the light source and keeps its orientation

unchanged, the brightness variation due to its orientation will becomes less, that is,

the signal for our recovering will be becomes weaker and the signal to noise ration

will decrease since the noise level is a constant. The other factor can be seen from

the sensitivity of cZo to .., which is given by

S(cZ) 2(CZ)3 +4(cZ)2+ 3cZ+ IS..,
-;z= 2 ..,0

The expression has a numerator of a three order polynomial of cZ with a constant

as denominator. Therefore, the error in 1, that is, in the computation of the second

derivative of the brightness is significantly amplified when the actual cZ becomes

large.

The computer simulation results give us a quite clear depiction for the appli

cation of those formulas to recover orientations of planar patches. If the depth

information is available, only first order differentiation of brightness is needed and

the orientation parameter can be recovered accurately even when the image is very

noisy. In absence of knowledge of the depth, the orientation can also be obtained

by computing second order derivatives of the image brightness, but the results are

much disturbed by noise.
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CHAPTER 7

RIGID BODY MOTION

A great amount of information can be obtained from time-varying images. Tasks in

motion vision are generally to develop techniques for extracting needed information

by employing these time-varying images. In machine vision systems, the information

of interest is usually the structure of the imaged object, position and velocity of the

imaged object relative to the observer or camera.

To simplify the problem, we assume that the scene is static and imaged objects

are rigid bodies, which reduces the problem to determine the motion of the ob

server (or the vehicle with camera and light source on it) with respect to the scene.

Suppose that a Cartesian coordinate system is set in the three dimensional space,

motion of the observer can be decomposed into a translation with respect to the

coordinate system and a rotation about the three axes of the coordinate system.

In other words, motion of the observer can be described by six parameters. In a

non-attenuating medium with uniform illumination, which is a common assumption

for industrial applications on land, only five of the these parameters (three compo

nents of rotation and two to specify the direction of the translational motion) can

be uniquely determined due to the so-called scale-factor ambiguity. More specifi

cally, this ambiguity comes from the fact that a monocular observer (that is, the

vehicle or robot is equipped with one camera only) can not distinguish translational

motion with an unit velocity at an unit distance from other translational motion

with S units of velocity at S units of distance. Here, S is called the scale factor,

it can be any real positive numbers. In an underwater environment, however, with

attenuation of incident light with distance, it is possible to solve motion problems

without the scale-factor ambiguity.
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7.1 Motion Vision on Land

Most of the approaches in motion vision for industrial applications on land, which

extract information from a sequence of consecutive images to recover three dimen

sional motion, fall into three categories: feature based methods, flow based methods

and direct methods.

In feature based methods, one tries to use the correspondences of certain fea

tures (points, lines and contours) in successive images. In these methods, images

must be segmented, features are extracted in each image and matched between im

ages. In general, features may be points, lines, contours, etc .. The displacements

of a number of points have been used to estimate the three dimensional relative

position and velocity of the camera (for example, R.oach & Aggarwal [1979][1980],

Tsai [1983J, Taai && Huang [1984], Aggarwal [1986J, Broide [1986]). Aggarwal [1986]

claims that five points in two views are needed to recover the motion and struc

ture parameters. There are difficulties for employing this approach. The difficulties

include the acquisition of robust and reliable feature points in images, the estab

lishment of correct correspondences between two points in different images and the

sensitivity of the solution to errors in locations of these points. To overcome these

problems, methods have been developed to use line or contour correspondences

(Lawton [1983], Kanatani [1985J, Aloimonos [1986]). However, these methods still

rely on data from a small part of the images, and small errors in data may cause

large disparities in the estimates of the motion parameters. The sensitivity to error

restricts applications of these feature based methods to situations when signal to

noise ratio is low.

The basic idea of flow based methods is to compute the optical flow, or the ap

parent velocities of imagebrightness patterns in an image before the motion analysis
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begins. The optical flow is suggested to be estimated by several different methods

(Fennema [1979], Hom & Schunck [1981], Nagel & Enkelmann [1986], Gennert &

Negahdaripour [1987], Heeger [1987]). This approach tries to use information from

all pixels in the successive images at the expense of more computation. With this

approach, there is no need to establish correspondences between features in a se

quence of images. Therefore, the correspondence difficulties are avoided. However,

the use of optical flow in the computation of motion is made difficult by lack of

methods to compute optical flow accurately. There are elegant equations relating

motion in space to optical flow. However, the solutions of these equations is not well

behaved numerically, and the equations are highly sensitive to noise in optical flow.

The common problem with both feature based approach and flow based approach

is that they require some intermediate processing on the image and the processing

is usually expensive for computation. Therefore, efforts have been made to develop

direct methods in motion vision.

In direct methods, the brightness of images is directly used to compute the

relative motion of camera (Fennema & Thompson [1979], Negahdaripour [19861,

White & Weldon [1987], Hom & Weldon [1988]). Under the brightness constancy

assumption, Negahdaripour and Hom [1987] propose a brightness change constraint

equation for the case of rigid body motion, and it can be used to recover the motion

and/or depth from the measurement of the temporal and spatial derivatives over

a whole image. Negahdaripour and Yu [1988] have shown that the motion can di

rectiy be recovered from a set of six iinear equations of image brightness and their

first derivatives when depth values at a minimum of six image points of the scene

are known. Negahdaripour and Hom [1987] develop methods for recovering transla

tional motion without making any assumption about the shape of the surface of in

the scene. Horn and Weldon [19881 propose other direct methods to recover purely
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rotational motion or purely translational motion. It should be noted that the direct

methods which have developed for land applications are generally based on the as

sumption of the brightness constancy, that is, the brightness corresponding to any

fixed point on imaged objects will not change during the motion of the camera. It is

obvious that this assumption is not valid for applications in an attenuating medium

such as sea water, modifications are certainly needed (Negahdaripour, Shokrollahi

&& Yu [1989]).

7.2 Brightness Change Equation

In this section, the image brightness change in an attenuating medium due to the

motion of the imaged object relative to the camera and the light source to the scene

is examined. As before, we assume a Cartesian coordinate system which is fixed

to the camera, and the Z-axis points along the optical axis. Parallel projection

is considered in this chapter, and the image is formed on the plane z = 1. For

perspective projection, the motion study is similar and detailed derivations are

given in appendix IV.

The image of a point R = (X, Y; Z)T is r = (2:, y, l)T, where 2: = X and y = Y. We

assume the scene to be a uniform planar surface with a. normal

D =(-p, -q, l)T. (7.2 - 1)

(7.2- 2)

When the same lighting geometry described in section 3 isused, the image brightness

expression for an uniform. Lambertian patch, as given in equation (3-7), is

E( ) - 1. 1 1 -2cZ
2: y -p----e, ~ v'D.DZ2 I

where 1. is the intensity of the light source. In the remainder, we will drop the

constant term l./~, for simplicity; that is, 'we scale the brightness into

1 1E(2:,y) = __(_e-2CZ ) .
v'D'D Z2
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The brightness of an image point r may change over time due to a variety of reasons.

~"br example, a new scene point with a different radiance may project onto point

r due to camera motion, or the illumination and surface reflectance may change if

the light source moves relative to the surface. For an uniform Lambertian surface,

reflectance varies as the angle between the light source direction and local surface

normal changes. In light attenuating media, brightness also changes due to the

variation in distance from the camera to the scene.

The image brightness change at a point r can be written

It is easy to find

and

aE E
-=-(-)D,
aD D'D

aE 1
- = -2E(c+ -).az z

(7.2 - 4)

(7.2 - 5)

(7.2 - 6)

Let Rt denote the velocity of a point R on the planar surface relative to the camera

(this is the velocity induced due to the motion of the camera). Then, it can be

shown that

az
(at) =n·Rc. (7.2-7)

Substituting equations (7.2-5), (7.2-6) and (7.2-7) into equation (7.2-4), we obtain

E 1
Et =-~(D • Dt) - 2E(c+ zHn. Rc), (7.2 - 8)

where Dt = an/at and Et = aE/at. We will see that the motion of the vehicle (the

camera. with a light source) can be recovered based on the observed brightness

change in image regions corresponding to planar patches on the imaged object.

First, we examine the case of pure translational motion, then the pure translational
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motion is considered, and finally, we present the general brightness change due to

arbitrary motion.

7.3 Pure Translational Motion

Let t = (U. V.W)T denote the translational velocity of the camera relative to the scene.

Since the orientation of the surface remains unchanged relative to the camera during

motion, that is, Dc = 0, the only variation in image irradiance is due to the change in

distance from the vehicle to the imaged surface. Furthermore, every point R on the

surface of the scene are moving relative to camera with the same velocity Rc = -to

Therefore, we obtain for the image brightness change equation

1 1Ec = -2E(c + -)(D· Rc) = 2E(c + -)(D· t).
Z Z

(7.3-1)

We see immediately that we cannot recover t, since it appears in terms of dot

product with D. The D is a known constant vector, D . t has only one degree of

freedom. That is, we can only recover

n·t = 2E(c+ liZ)" (7.3- 2)

This can be easily explained. With pure translational motion, the only source of

information is variation in brightness due to depth change, which is proportional to

(D·t). Many translational motions can generate the same brightness change effects,

provided that (D· t) remains the same.

A more robust estimate can be determined by considering the information from

a region in the image; that is,

n- t =II 2.E(c~ liZ) dzdy. (7.3- 3)

Z can be computed based on the static information in the image, which was de

scribed in Chapter 5.
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When three or more planar patches with different orientation can be chosen

on the imaged object, the translational motion can be recovered completely. More

precisely, we obtain, for each patch, an estimate (Do .t), where Do denotes the normal

of the patch. Three such patches give three linear equations in terms of the three

unknown translational parameters.

Even though we cannot recover translational motion if the imaged object is a

single planar patch, the brightness change does indeed give information about the

distance change between the imaged patch and the camera. This follows from the

fact that

dD (n·t)
dt = ",n'n' (7.3- 4)

where D denotes the perpendicular distance to the planar surface. Consequently,

this can be used to estimate other useful information for navigation, such as the

collision time between the imaged object and the vehicle.

7.4 Pure Rotational Motion

Let 1II = (A, B, C)T denote the rotational velocity of the camera (with the light source)

relative to the scene. The brightness variation, at an image point r, is due to two

factors. One is the change in orientation of the surface relative to the light source

(which moves with the camera/vehicle), and the other is the change in depth.

It can be shown that the rate of change of the surface orientation, due to rotation

of the camera, is given by

ne = -i x (n x (n x w)), (7.4- 1)

where s is the unit vector along the Z-axis. To determine the variation in brightness

due to change in the distances of scene points from the camera, we first note that
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the rotation of the camera induces a velocity

Rc = -fII xR (7.4 - 2)

for a point R in the scene relative to the camera. Substitute equations (7.4-1) and

(7.4-2) into equation (7.2-8), we obtain the expression

Ec = n~n (n -(i x (n x (n X"')))) - 2E(c + j)(n -(R x fII)),

which, after some algebraic manipulation, can be written

Et =q -fII,

where

1
q = E(i x n) + 2(c+ ZHR x n».

(7.4 - 3)

(7.4 - 4)

(7.4 - 5)

This is the image brightness change equation in the case of pure translation.

We have three unknowns in fII. We may attempt to use the information at

three image points as the three equations we need to determine these unknowns.

To reduce errors, we may use a least-square formulation to exploit the information

over the whole image. That is, we determine fII that minimizes the expression

The solution is obtained from the three linear equations in

(II qqT dzdy) fII =II Ecqdzdy,

which is given by

provided that the 3x3 matrix is invertible.
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Unfortunately, it turns out that this 3x3 matrix has a rank of only 2. Hence,

we cannot obtain a unique solution if only a planar patch is imaged. This can be

seen by examining the vector q given by (7.4-5). The vector can be written as

1
q = E((i + 2(c+ Z)R) x n). (7.4 - 9)

Since the imaged surface is a plane, n is a constant vector. The cross product of

any vector and n must be on the plane perpendicular to n. This means that q only

has two degrees of freedom and the 3 x S matrix formed by q only has rank of 2.

The problem can be solved if a second planar surface with distinct orientation

from the first can be identified. In this case, we have for each plane

where

Ec =q; ·w,

1
q; = E((i x Di) + 2(c+ Z.)(R x nan,

(7.4 - 10)

(7.4 - 11)

and i = 1,2, ... is the index for plane i; A least-square formulation now leads to the

solution

(7.4 -12)

We can compute P. and q., for each plane, using one of the methods given in section

5. This gives us na. Assuming that Zo is known for each surface, or it has been

computed by using the technique given in section 5, e. g., equation (5-15). the

depth values Z. are determined from

and R from
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These are used to determine the vector qi for every image point. Consequently, the

dyadic product qicif is calculated and integrated over the whole image. Similarly,

the 3D vector Ecqi on the right-hand side of equation (7.4-12) can be computed.

7.5 General Motion

We can now consider an arbitrary camera motion, based on the results in the pre

vious sections. Let t = (U, V,W)T and Cl1 = (A,B, C)T denote the translational and

rotational velocities of the camera relative to the scene. The velocity of an object

relative to the camera is given by

Rc =-R x Cl1 - t. (7.5 -1)

In addition, we need to consider the change in the orientation of the surface , due

to rotation of the camera. As in the case of pure rotation, this is given by

Dc =-i X (n x (n x w».
Using these in the brightness change equation, we obtain

1
Ec =q. Cl1 + 2E(e+ Z)n . t,

where q = E{(i x n) + 2(c+ I/Z}(R x n» as before.

(7.5 - 2)

(7.5 - 3)

We cannot recover, as described earlier, the translation motion or rotational

motion provided that the scene is a single plane. In order to recover three rota

tional motion parameters, two planar patches with different orientation are needed.

For three translational motion parameters, we need three. Therefore, information

from a minimum of three planar surfaces with distinct orientations can be used to

determine an arbitrary motion uniquely. A least-square formula can be used to

minimize the error integral

(7.5 - 5)
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There are, in this case, six unknown to be determined; the three components of w,

as well as the three in t.
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CHAPTERS

COMPUTER SIMULATION

OF RECOVERING ROTATIONAL MOTION

As discussed in chapter 7, rotational motion of an observer (or a camera with a

light source) relative to a scene can be recovered provided that two planar patches

with different orientations in the scene can be identified. In this chapter, computer

simulation results of recovering rotational motion parameters are presented. Results

will be shown in a graphic form. It can be seen that the recovered parameters follow

the actual values quite well. Results will also be shown in a table form, the average,

maximum, minimum and standard deviation of recovered parameters during the

simula.tion are listed.

In the computer simulation, we assume that orientations of two planar patches in

the scene can be recovered based on the static information in the image (algorithms

of recovering orientations have been given in chapter 5). The optical depth, or

the distance from the camera to the patch along Z axis is known for both patches.

The depth information can be determined by applying the algorithms introduced

in chapter 5 or any other methods.

Suppose that the first planar patch is Zl = Zol +Pl:l: + qlY with its normal vector

Dl = (-PI, -ql, l)T, and the other is ~ = Zo2 + 1'2:1: + q2Y with normal D2 = (-1'2, -q2, l)T.

To guarantee a unique set of solutions, as explained in chapter 7 and appendix III,

the two planar patches must have different orientations, that is, they must satisfy

Dl ¥: D2. It should be noted that two parallel patches located at different distance

can not provide us enough Information to recover the rotational motion completely.
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From the two recovered patches, we can calculate the intermediate vector of the

two patches. For each image point of the first patch, for example, we have

1
ql =(i x nl) + 2(c + Zl)(R x nl»,

where Zl = Zol + 1'1:1: + Ql1/, and R = (X, Y, Zl)T = (:1:,1/, Zl)T. We can do the same

computation for the second patch. It is worth mentioning that we can obtain many

different ql corresponding to different points in the image of the first patch, so can

for the second patch. To fully use the available information, we use as many as

possible. In our computer simulation, the first patch has an image area of 16 x 32

points, the second patch has the same size, too.

For each ql or Q2, we then compute the intermediate matrix qlqf or Q2q~.

Summing all matrices, we produce a matrix

Also, we need to calculate the brightness change Et at each points of interest, then

an intermediate vector B is given by

The solution is then obtained:

The simulation results are shown in figure 8-1 to 8-4. We assume that the

camera with the light source is rotating with a constant speed w = (A,B,C)T with

respect to the scene. The horizontal lines in these figures are these actual constant

rotational parameters, The scattered points are recovered parameters of the rota-

tiona! velocity. In these simulations, the noise level (it was defined in chapter 6)

is chosen to be 0.1. At this noise level, we can recover the orientation parameters
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quite accurately based on the static information in the image. This was mentioned

in chapter 6. However, we found this noise level is almost the upper limit for re

covering rotational moition parameters since temporally smoothing is not applied.

In figure 8-1, the actual til = (0.26,O.O,-0.44)T, the unit of the velocity can be any

reasonable units, for example, we may choose radian per minute. The computation

is repeated every 0.01min and 40 data points for each parameters of the rotational

speed are shown in the figure. It can be seen that the recovered points are around

the actual lines. The errors are within -0.15 to +0.15, standard deviation of these

recovered parameters are less than 0.07. In figure 8-2, the actual rotational speed

is til = (-O.l1,-0.52,O.27)T. It can been seen that recovered 0 has a little larger error

than others, but it is still quite near the actual parameter. The results in figures

8-3 and 8-4 are also quite satisfactory. The statistics of these results are listed in

table 8-1.
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TABLE 8-1

Recovered Parameters of Rotational Motion

Fig. Par. Actual Size Mean Max. Min. Dev.

8-1 A 0.26 40 0.256 0.338 0.101 0.05

8-1 B 0.00 40 -0.005 0.189 -0.118 0.06

8-1 C -0.44 40 -0.437 -0.357 -0.653 0.07

8-2 A -0.11 40 -0.119 0.069 -0.307 0.07

8-2 B -0.52 40 -0.511 -0.436 -0.642 0.04

8-2 C 0.27 40 0.243 0.482 0.101 0.09

8-3 A 0.56 40 0.542 0.730 0.408 0.07

8-3 B 0.15 40 0.167 0.356 -0.034 0.08

8-3 C -0.32 40 -0.279 -0.119 -0.599 0.11

8-4 A 0.27 40 0.263 0.411 0.093 0.09

8-4 B -0.11 40 -0.103 -0.031 -0.227 0.04

8-4 C -0.52 40 -0.534 -0.362 -0.648 0.07
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CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Machine vision has already found its many promising applications such as surface

measurement, product inspection, manipulator guidance, vehicle guidance and so

on. There are certainly many circumstances in which development of techniques for

processing sensory data to obtain information about undersea scenes is required. For

example, underwater vehicles and/or robots in deep sea operations need to increase

their autonomy. Machine vision techniques provide useful tools for the extraction of

information about the three-dimensional physical properties of (objects in) a scene

from their two-dimensional images.

9.1 Summary

Developing robust vision sensing methods requires employing proper models that

take into account important factors affecting the observed image irradiance. This

was the first problem discussed in this dissertation. For underwater vision systems,

some distinctive effects influencing image irradiance are the attenuation of light

rays in the medium due to absorption and scattering and the irradiance gain due to

scattering and back-scattering. Realistic models that incorporate the attenuation

by the medium have been developed. Other factors, such as irradiance gain due to

scattering and back-scattering, however, are more difficult to model, because of the

complicated nature of these phenomenon. H the error tolerance is not very strict,

the effects of back scattering can be neglected and/or treated as noise.

In this dissertation, the problem of recovering the shape of an object in an un

dersea environment from its shading has been addressed. In particular, we have

considered a problem that has no unique solutions in a land environment when the
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illumination is uniform - recovering the orientation of uniform Lambertian planar

surfaces from their image shading. This is due to the fact, in a land scene, a planar

surface at any arbitrary orientation has an image that is a region with uniform

brightness. In an undersea environment, however, effects due to light absorption

and/or scattering by the medium give rise to shading in the image, which varies

with the orientation of and the distance to the plane. This can be used to deter

mine the surface orientation, provided that physical models for effects due to these

phenomena are available. We have considered a simplified model that incorporates

light attenuation due to the absorption and scattering phenomena. We have ignore

irradiance gain due to scattering and back-scattering. Based on this model, the

reflectance map of a Lambertian surface has been developed. This is then used to

derive several formulas for estimating the orientation of a planar patch. We also

have presented the results of some computer simulations which are performed to

verify the correctness of the formulas we have given and to determine the sensitivity

of these solutions to variations in certain parameters.

When the depth of the planar patch along the optical axis is known, the orien

tation of the patch can be estimated accurately for both parallel and perspective

projections. Computer simulations show that the error of the recovered parameters

is less than 10% even when the image noise is as much as 40%. In the absence

of depth information, we require the computation of the second derivatives of the

image brightness function. Hence, the solutions are not as robust.

In this dissertation, the motion vision has also been studied for underwater ap

plications. We assume that the imaged objects are rigid bodies and several planar

patches in the scene can be identified. 'We have developed techniques of recover

ing motion parameters from the brightness change in the image of uniform planar

patches. This problem is also unsolvable on land since the relative motion between
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the camera and an uniform planar surface does not cause any brightness change in

the image. We have developed, based on the simplified image formation model, a

method to recover the distance change between a plane and the vehicle which can

be used to estimate the collision time. To completely recover pure translational

motion, three planar patches with distinct orientation are needed. We have also

derived the brightness change equation for rotational motion. It has been found

that the 3-D vector equation only has two degrees of freedom, therefore, the three

components of rotational motion cannot be uniquely determined provided there is

only a single plane in the scene. Additional conditions may be considered to achieve

the unique solutions, for example, the rotation around a particular axis might be

restrained. However, in general, two or more planar patches with different orien

tation are required. We have also presented a brightness constraint equation for

general motion. Again, a least square formula has been given to find the solution

by fully using the information in an image. We have pointed out that the motion

of an underwater vehicle relative to its scene can be completely recovered provided

there are more than two planar regions in the scene can be identified.

In all our case studies, the attenuation coefficientc was assumed to be accurately

known. An inaccurate attenuation coefficient will certainly bring errors into the

recovered parameters. We have examined the sensitivity of orientation parameters

to the attenuation coefficient, it generally depends on the absolute value of the

recovered parameter itself, depth of the planar patch, as well as the attenuation

coefficient.

The model we have assumed is not a completely new idea, Angelbeck [1966]

suggested the similar expression for under water image analyses. It is obvious

the model we developed should be valid when irradiance gain due to scattering

is negligible. This does not require that the water scattering coefficient must be
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very small. In practice, some imaging techniques (for example, Angelbeck [1966],

Nathan [1957], Rowlands [1983], George [1985]) may be applied to reduce the image

irradiance due to the scattering component to a negligible level compared with the

direct illumination component.

9.2 Contributions of This Dissertation

The major contributions ofthis dissertation to the fieldof computer vision, especially

to the area of machine vision in light attenuating media and/or with non-uniform

illumination are listed as the following:

1. This dissertation analyzed the image formation for underwater vision systems

and pointed that the distinctive effects (differentfrom common land-based vision

systems) affecting image brightness come from the factors: different optical

properties of the medium and different illumination conditions.

2. This dissertation introduced a mathematical model of the image formation for

vision systems in light attenuating media with point source illumination. De

veloping such a model was not a new idea, however, it was the first time to

employ the model for machine vision tasks.

3. This dissertation found that optical images taken in light attenuating media

accommodate unique ambiguities as well as extra information compared with

those formed in land-based vision systems.

4. Two ambiguities which do not exist in common land-based vision systems were

discovered. The shape ambiguity in light attenuating media is that a image

region with uniform brightness may correspond to an infinite number of shapes

of patches in the scene. Mathematical expressions for such possible surfaces

were given. The orientation ambiguity appears in non-attenuating media with

a point source illumination: two planes generate the same shading in the image
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if the ratio of their optical depths is proportional to the ratio of their orientation

parameters.

5. This dissertation found that orientation of uniform Lambertian planar patches

can be recovered from their optical images. Closed form solutions were achieved

for both parallel projection and perspective projection when depth information

is available. The recovered information can be used to determine the shape of

unknown objects and to determine attitude of the imaging system with respect

to known objects.

6. It was discovered that the depth of planar patches can be recovered by using

second order derivatives of image brightness. This information can be used to

determine the distance between the imaging system and a scene. It also can be

used to recover the orientation of planar patches without any pre-knowledge of

depth.

7. Analyses of the error in orientation parameters were accomplished. It was con

cluded that the percentage error in recovered orientation parameters arising

from the inaccuracy of the attenuation coefficient is always smaller than (in

the worst cases, approach to) the percentage error in the attenuation coeffi

cient. Also, the percentage error in orientation parameters caused by the error

in depth is smaller than the percentage error of depth.

8. Computer simulations were performed to determine the robustness of the algo

rithms developed for recovering orientation parameters. It was confirmed that

the solutions are more robust when the distance to the surface is known. How

ever, if the optical depth is unknown, the solutions are quite sensitive to noise

since second order derivatives of image brightness are needed.
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9. This dissertation also studied motion recovery for a camera laden vehicle or

robot carrying its own point light source in a light attenuating medium. Bright

ness change equations were derived for both parallel projection and perspective

projection. These equations can be employed to quantitatively modify so called

brightness constancy constraint.

10. Algorithms were developed in this dissertation to recover pure translational

motion. It was found that pure translational motion parameters cannot be

completely determined if the scene is a single plane. However, the distance

change between the camera (with light source) and the scene can be computed

from the brightness change in the image of a single planar patch.

11. This dissertation derived algorithms to recover rotational motion. It was found

that at least two planar patches in the scene are necessary for completely recov

ery of three rotational parameters. Computer simulation results were obtained

to verify the developed technique and determine its robustness.

12. It was shown that general motion can be recovered from an image of three planar

patches. Least square formulas were introduced to fully exploit the information

over the whole image.

13. This dissertation extended its outcomes to systems in non-attenuating medium

such as air with a point source illumination. It was discovered that orientation

of uniform planar patched can be obtained from spatial gradients of image

brightness, and the distance change can be obtained from the temporal gradients

of image brightness.

14. Experiments were performed to see the orientation information can be extracted

from images taken in air when point source illumination is utilized. Also, dis

tance changes were obtained from real images when different translational mo

tion is involved.
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9.3 Suggestions for Further Research

Based on what have been achieved in this dissertation, we suggest that further re

search be carried out in two main aspects. In the theoretical aspect, extension of

the research to textured surfaces and/or specular surfaces, development of more

sophisticated models, formulation of more robust algorithms are deserving of at

tentions. In the practical aspect, choices of underwater illumination, studies on

underwater image noise caused by scattering and water disturbance due to mo

tion of the vehicle or robot, employments of proper image processing are worthy of

considerations. Making a clear-cut between the two aspects is sometimes difficult,

suggested research activities listed below may be overlapped.

1. Although scattering theory has been extensively studied and scattering coeffi

cients of various natural waters have been measured, modeling scattering effects

on the optical image formation for machine vision systems is still worthy of in

vestigation. Our model was developed based on the assumption that the water

is quite clear or back scattering effects have been removed. For particular appli

cations where back scattering effects are significant, we need to develop models

which can be accepted by machine vision systems for extracting useful infor

mation and provide enough accuracy to satisfy the application requirements.

Actually, model development and system component selection should be done

in a cross-talk way, further image processing and computation should also be

considered at the same time.

2. Techniques are suggested to reduce scattering effects, especially back scattering.

Properly choosing light sources and suitable lighting geometry can eliminate

much back scattering with a. little cost. Range-gated imaging and polarization

techniques have been reported to increase the image contrast. Laser scanning

image formation and very high light-sensitive cameras can also be very helpful.
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Research is needed to choose a proper image formation system for particular

applications.

3. Algorithms have been developed to recover orientation of uniform planar patches

in light attenuating media. These algorithms use only brightness gradients in

the image with a desire for depth information. Further research is suggested to

increase the robustness of algorithms when depth information is not available.

4. Our algcrithms to recover motion parameters are also based on the assumption

that the scene consists of several uniform planar patches. No feature correspon

dences are required. For applications in industry on land, robust algorithms

have been developed to determine relative motion based on feature correspon

dences. In the case that underwater images have good contrast and there are

enough features (points, lines, contours) can be identified, the motion of the

vehicle can be determined if these feature points can successfully be followed.

It is very possible that the vision system can not identify enough features in the

scene and/or the correspondences between features cannot be achieved. Under

these conditions, direct methods (using image brightness directly to compute

the structure and motion) or optical flow based methods (computing optical

flow first, then the flow patterns are used to recover structure and motion) have

to be used. To develop robust direct method algorithms and/or to combine the

feature based method and the brightness based method is also promising.

5. Properly processing underwater images can certainly increase signal to noise

ratio, which is very helpful for image understanding and object recognition.

Subtracting a amount of brightness from an image to compensate back scatter

ing has been used to increase the contrast of underwater images. However, this

may reduce the signal to noise ratio. Forward scattering which degrades the
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resolution of images can be modeled as a spread function, research is suggested

to design filters to reduce the degradation from forward scattering.

6. Coordinating with the control system of an underwater vehicle or robot, it

is possible for the vision system to sense actively rather than to understand

images passively. For example, algorithms have been developed theoretically

to recover shape from contours with active vision systems. For underwater

navigation, algorithms and control strategy need to be developed to determine

the relative position and orientation between the vehicle and the scene. Active

vision research is also needed for achieving intelligence to adapt the environment

with variable optical properties.

7. The optical property of sea water may significantly vary with time and location.

It is not very practical to obtain accurate property parameters of the medium

at each operation site. The vision system has to tolerate errors in these optical

parameters or the system computation settings, such as the attenuation coeffi

cient, threshold for neglecting scattering effects and so on. It is desirable for a

vision system to adjust these parameters intelligently by itself.
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APPENDIX I

SCATTERING EFFECTS ON IMAGE FORMATION

Although much research has been done on optical properties of natural waters

(for example, Duntley [1963], Jerlov [1976], Clerke (1939)), modeling the formation

of underwater images is still a open research problem (for example, McGlamery

[1979], Jaffe [1986](1988)). Because the scattering phenomenon is very complicated

(Duntley [1966], Thorndike [1966], Mertens (1970)), to develop very accurate models

accounting for all underwater events that affect the image irradiance, especially

including multi-scattering effects, is not very practical for machine vision systems,

if it is possible.

In this appendix, we will first give a brief review of scattering theories. We

will then introduce some existing models of scattering applicable to underwater

environments. AB we will see, these existing models are too complicated for most

machine vision systems.

AI.I Phenomena of Scattering

Scattering is the process where the light energy in the medium is re-distributed

spatially but not converted to another form of energy. Scattering particles in water

occur in a tremendous range of sizes. On the small side, we have water molecules

(radius of the water molecule is 0.15 nm), which are many hundred times smaller in

diameter than the wavelength of visible light (400 - 750 nm). Large particles may

range from complex dissolved molecules to suspended silt and biological organisms.

The living organisms lange all the way in size from nanometers to visible size

(centimeters or even larger], As we know, the scattering characteristics of these

suspended particles depend on their size relative to the wavelength of light.
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Rayleigh Scattering

When Scattering (non-absorbing) particles are much smaller than the wavelength

of the incident light, and are randomly distributed, the scattering can be described

according to the Rayleigh law. The Rayleigh scattering can be written as (Brown

[1965], Mertens [1970], Jerlov [1976], Born & Wolf [1980))

(Al.l- 1)

where, N is the number of particles per cubic meter, I" is the index of refraction of

the particle at the wavelength A, r is the radius of the particle, N1l'.-2 is the equivalent

geometric cross section of the particles in a cubic meter.

Rayleigh scattering coefficient for water molecules may be treated as scatter

ing from small dielectric spheres. It may be treated alternatively in terms of an

oscillating electric dipole. Both approaches, however, involve certain assumptions

(Mertens [1970)), and the predictions can be considered as approximate only. When

water molecules are treated as small dielectric spheres (assumptions are involved),

the Rayleigh scattering coefficient for pure water can be estimated based on equa

tion (Al.l-l), that is, SR(pure water} ti:I 0.004 m-1 for ~ =480nm. It can be seen that

Rayleigh scattering therefore accounts for only a few percent of the total attenua

tion coefficientof pure water (see Table 2-1 in chapter 2). Water molecule scattering

drops rapidly for longer wavelengths (note the A-4 term in the expression of SR) and

is a negligible factor in the visible range.

Mia Scattering

Gustabe Mie derived the scattering functions for particles of any size, based upon

electromagnetic theory. The problem of scattering is actually a problem of diffrac-

tion. Mie's solution, though derived for diffraction by a single conducting sphere
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(dielectric spheres may be treated as a limiting case when the conductivity is zero)

also applies to diffraction by any number of spheres provided they are all of the

same size and composition, and provided they are randomly distributed and sep

arated from each other by distances that are large compared to the wavelength.

Mie's functions involve the radius of the scattering particle, the wavelength, the

index of refraction of the particle, and Bessel functions. These functions have been

computed for many types of particles and particle distributions, and they are avail

able in the form of tables (Brown [1965]). It has been verified that Mie scattering

approaches to Rayleigh scattering when the radium of the particle is significantly

smaller than the wavelength.

Since Mie scattering is a function of wavelength, it is logical for one to look for

an optimum value of wavelength that would minimize scattering. Such an optimum

wavelength might be found if all the scattering particles had the same size. However,

in all natural waters there is an extremely wide range of particle sizes. Therefore,

scattering in most natural waters is not heavily dependent on wavelength.

Angular Distribution of Scattering Light

When a light beam is incident on a small volume of scattering material, such as sea

water, the light energy is re-distributed over a wide range of angles. The pattern

in which the scattering light intensity varies as a function of the scattering angle

can be described by the volume scattering function. The volume scattering function

P(8) is defined as the scattered radiant intensity in a direction 8 per unit scattering

volume dV (m-S) divided by the incident irradiance E (watt.!/m2 ) , that is,

1 dI(8) _ _
P(8) = E( <IV) m I str I, (A1.1- 2)

where I is the scattered radiant intensity in watts/str. The volume scattering function

is relatively simple for the Rayleigh scattering region, it can be expressed (Brown
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[1965], Mertens [19701, Born & Wolf [1980]) as

P(9) = 2~(N,..,-2)(::~~),(2~r)4(1+COS'9) m-1"tr-1
, (Al.l-3)

where N is the number of particles per cubic meter, r is the radium of the particle, A

is the wavelength, and II is the index of refraction of the particle at the wavelength

A, as before. By examining the factor (1+cos'9), we can find that both the forward

and backward scattering are identical and are two times larger than scattering at

90 degree. When the size of scattering particles are significantly larger than the

wavelength, the volume scattering function has a strong dependence on the scatter

ing angle. (Compared with Mie scattering, the volume scattering function for the

Rayleigh region is relatively independent of the scattering angle 9.) Mathematical

expressions for the volume scattering functions have been derived for Mie scattering

but they are extremely complex.

Multiple Scattering

The analysis of scattering becomes exceptionally complicated when multiple scat

tering is taken into account. Since the volume scattering function of a medium

such as sea water has a non-zero value for all scattering angle, each point in the

medium will theoretically receive some illumination from every other volume both

inside and outside the light beam. Although theoretical treatments of the effects

of multiple scattering have been taken with partial success by several investigators,

no fully practical solution has yet been evolved (Duntley [1963]). Some derivations

include only secondary scattering and neglect high-order effects. Others assume the

scattering to be virtually isotropic, that is to say, the shape of the volume scatter

ing function is assumed to be spherical or nearly so; this is highly unrealistic. In

theory, we could perform multiple integrations over the entire medium to determine

the total effect of all scatterings. However, no appreciable practical success in the
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treatment of point source or collimated beam geometries in sea waters had been

achieved because the calculations were too massive (Duntley [1963]). Consequently,

the rigorous analytical approach is abandoned and resort is made to qualitative and

empirical arguments.

Al.2 Image Brightness Calculation

In this section, we consider the problem of the image formation in a light absorbing

and scattering medium such as sea water when a point source illumination is used.

The behavior of light from the point source in the medium depends on many fac

tors, the most important of these factors are the volume absorption coefficient (see

Chapter 2 of this dissertation for definition), volume scattering function, spectral

distribution of the light and the beam width of the light source. As in most machine

vision systems, we assume that the light source is a monochromatic illumination.

The same lighting geometry employed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation is used here.

As shown in Figure Al.2-1, the location of the camera is the origin of the

coordinate system and the optical axis is the Z-axis. Suppose that the coordinates of

the light source are (X•• Y••Z.) and its intensity is 1•. Let (o.o.Zp) denote a particular

point P on the imaged surface. The point closest to the light source along Z-axis

which is illuminated by the light beam is Zl. The irradiance of the infinitesimal

patch surrounding the point P comes from two components: the direct illuminance

and diffuse illuminance produced by the light source. The direct component of

illuminance simply is

1i! 1._cI
=d = pecos If', (A1.2 -1)

where l is the distance from the light source to point P, c is the attenuation coefficient

for direct light, and If' is the angle between the surface normal at P and the exitant

radiation from the light source.
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The expression of the diffuse component is semi-empirical in nature and was

first proposed by Duntley [1963,1966]:

(A1.2 - 2)

where k is the attenuation coefficient for diffuse light. The typical ratio of elk for

sea water is 2.7. The two constants 0 1 and O2 depend on the spread angle of the

light beam, that is,
1 2",

01 = 4",(2.5 - 1.51og10 "i)

O2 =7(2"')1/201
t/J

where t/J is the total spread angle of the light beam. Therefore, the irradiance of the

patch is

camera
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FIGURE Al.2-1

Underwater Lighting

(Al.2 - 3)

If the transmission of light in a medium is only affected by attenuation, tasks

of underwater machine vision would be relatively simple. This has been discussed
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in Chapter 3 in this dissertation. The situation is quite different when scattering

is seriously involved in vision systems. From equation (A1.2-3), we find that scat

tering light tends to increase the illuminance of the imaged surface, which could be

helpful. In the other hand, the severe problem is caused by back scattering from

the medium surrounding the object in view. Contrast in the image is greatly re

duced and the details of the imaged object are blurred by scattering light. This is

obviously harmful.

The apparent radiance of the imaged surface comes from two contributions.

These are the light reftected from the surface patch and the light scattered by the

medium between the imaged patch and the camera. Assumethat the imaged surface

is Lambertian with a reftection coefficient of p, the apparent illuminance as viewed

from the camera is

(A1.2 - 4)

where Ep is the irradiance at point p from equation (A1.2-3).

The intensity of the back scattered light from an infinitesimal volume dV of the

medium can be computed by using the volume scattering function ,8(9). Referring

to equations given in Chapter 2, we have

dl(9) =,8(theta)E(I)dY. (A1.2 - 5)

In equation (Al.2-S), 9 is the angle between the exitant radiation from the light

source and the line of sight [i.e., the optical axis which is assumed to be the Z-axis),

dV = dA dZ is an element of volume along the optical axis Z with length of dZ and

area dA which is normal to the Z-axis. The irradiance of the volume element is

(A1.2 - 6)

where I is the distance from the light source to the volume element. The apparent
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radiance of the volume element is

(A1.2 -7)

Along the optical axis, the total apparent radiance contributed by scattering light

from the medium can be obtained from the integral:

l
Z,

B. = P(8)E(l)e-cz dZ.
z.

(A1.2 - 8)

The lower limit of the integration, Zh is the closest point along Z-axis illuminated

by the light source. The upper limit Zp is the Z coordinate of point P. Equation

(Al.2-8) describes only the direct (first order) scattering light from the medium

along the Z-axis. Multiple scattering, that is, the scattering of the scattered light,

is ignored. Since, as mentioned earlier, the analysis of multiple scattering is very

complex. In theory, we need to perform multiple integrations of irradiance of every

volume element of the medium not only illuminated by the original light beam but

also by the light scattered from all other volume elements. When the volume of

illuminated medium is not very large and the particle concentration is not very high,

multiple scattering is minute and can in most cases be neglected (Jerlov [1976]).

Therefore, the brightness of the point in the image corresponding to point P on the

viewed surface can be approximately expressed as

(A1.2 - 9)

It is quite difficult to evaluate Bp in equation (A1.2-9) because P(B) and E(l)

will have complicated forms when they are expressed in terms of z. In common

cases, the location of the light source is relatively near the camera and Zl should

be adjusted to be large to minimize the harmful back scattering before the camera.

In other words, the following condition is usually satisfied:

-fX2+ y2
v Zl • s:::sO.
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Then, further approximations can be made:

I ~ z, and P(8) ~ P(~) =P=constant.

Therefore, equation (Al.2-3) becomes

Ep = Ed + E. = ; (e-cZ"C08~+ C1IcZpe-u" + C2IcZpe- 2A:Z,, ).
p

(A1.2 -10)

Substituting equation (Al.2-10) into (Al.2-4) and use the assumption of a constant

P, we have

Bd =pp; (e-2CZ"COI~+C1IcZpe-(c+A:)Z" + C2IcZpe-(C+2A:)Z,,).
p

(A1.2 -11)

Form equation (Al.2-8), the apparent radiance from scattering light along the op

tical axis is

The integrals in equation (Al.2-12) cannot be evaluated analytically, however, nu

merical calculation can be performed. Based on expressions (Al.2-9), (A1.2-10)

and (Al.2-12), the brightness at a particular point in the scene can be determined.

However, the computation is too complicated to be used for most machine vision

systems.
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APPENDIX II

SOLVING FOR ORIENTATION PARAMETERS

In this appedix, we give detailed derivations of some equations for recovering from

its image shading the orientation of a planar patch illuminated by a point light

source. These are based on the reflectance map model given in chapters 3 and 5 of

this dissertation:

E(:z:.y) = K ~e-2CZ.

where E(:z:.y) denotes the irradiance at some image point (:z:.y), Z is the depth (dis

tance along the optical axis) of the corresponding object point, c is the attenuation

coefficient, and

As before, I. is the radiance of the point light source, and p =az/ax and q =az/ay

are the elements of the surface normal D = (-P. -q.l) at the object point. Since we

deal with planar patches, the surface function takes on the simple form

z= zo+pX+qY.

We derive expressions for the solution when either of parallel and orthographic

projections are used.

A2.1 Parallel Projection

We have shown that the components of the image brightness gradient are given by

1
E: = -2p(c + z)E,

1
EJI = -2q(c + z)E,
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IT the depth variation over the surface in an arbitrary direction ~ is denoted by

9 = az/a~ and E, is the brightness variation in the direction ~, we have a general

expression:
1

E, = -2g(c + Z)E.

Since X = : and Y = y when parallel projection is used, the equation of a plane

can be written

Z= Zo+p:+qy.

From equation (A2.1-1) and (A2.1-2), we obtain

(A2.1- 3)

(A2.1- 4)

assuming that the denominators are not zero. Therefore, equation (A2.1-3) can be

written as

or

Z = Zo+ p(:+ :lI y) =Zo+ EP (:Es + yEll) =Zo+ EP Q,
s s s

(A2.1- 5)

(A2.1- 6)

where Q= :Es + yEll. Substituting equation (A2.1-5) into (A2.1-1) and simplifying,

we obtain

or

2cE 2
E",Zo + pQ = -2cEZop - E", Qp - 2pE,

2cE 2
1i!Qp + [2E(1 + cZo) + Q)p + E:Zo = O.

=:z;

(A2.1-7)

(A2.1- 8)

Similarly, by substituting equation (A2.1-6) into (A2.1-2), we obtain the equation

for q as

2cE
Ell Q~ + (2E(1+cZo ) + Q)q+ EIIZo = O.
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Solving these for p and q, we have

__ Q+ 2E(1 + cZo) ± y'4~(1+ CZo)3 + 4E(1- cZo)Q +Q3 E
p- 4cEQ z,

q = _ Q + 2E(1 + cZo) ± y'4E3(1 +cZo}2 + 4E(1- cZo)Q + Q2 EJI.
4cEQ

(A2.1-10)

(A2.1-11)

We can show that the correct solution is obtained when the negative sign before

the square root in equations (A2.1-10) and (A2.1-11) is employed. To see this,

consider two special cases. First, if Z - 00, we have from equation (A2.1-1) that

Es = -2pcE.

The solution to p is then expressed by

(A2.1-12)

(A2.1-13)

Now consider equation (A2.1-10), when Zo is very large and e is not zero. The terms

(1± cZo) can be replaced by ±cZo to obtain

__ Q + 2EcZo ± v'4~(CZo)3 - 4EcZoQ + Q3 E _ Q + 2cEZo ± (2cEZo - Q) E
p - 4cEQ s - 4cEQ z·

(A2.1-14)

When the negative sign is employed, we have

2Q s;
p = - 4.cEQ Ez = - 2cE' (A2.1-15)

which is exactly the same as equation (A2.1-13). The positive sign, however, results

in the solution

= _4cEZo E __ EsZo
p 4cEQ z - Q'

which is different from equation (A2.1-13).

Secondly, consider an image point where Q = :z:Ez + yEy = o. From equations

(A2.1-5) and (A2.1-6), we see that Z = Zo at this point. Substituting Z = Zo into

equation (A2.1-1), we have the solution for p

p=
2E(c + IjZo) .
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Now, we examine what happens when Q = 0 in equation (A2.1-10). H the positive

sign is chosen, p becomes infinity. For the negative sign, however, equation (A2.1

10) reduces to a zero over zero fraction. Differentiating the numerator and the

denominator with respect to Q, we write

__1- 2E(I- eZo)/V4EJ(1 + eZor~ +4E(I- cZo)Q + Q2E
p - 4eE ,z.

Substituting Q = 0 into equation (A2.1-17), we find

__ 2E{1 +cZo) - 2E(I- eZo) E _ _ E,z
p - 8cE2{1+ eZo) ,z - 2E(c + l/Zo) ,

(A2.1- 17)

(A2.1-18)

which is the same as (A2.1-16). Similarly, the negative sign should be chosen in

equation (A2.1-11) for the correct solution of q, These expressions allow us to

determine the orientation of the planar patch in terms of image brightness and its

gradient, and the distance to the planar patch.

A2.2 Perspective Projection

When perspective projection is employed, the image brightness gradient can be

determined from

z2 1
s; =-2 Zo p(e + Z)E,

z2 1
E" = -2 Zo q{e+ Z)E.

The equation of the imaged planar patch is

Z= Zo
1-p%- qy

Because p/q:; E,z/E", equation (A2.2-3) can be written as

Z= Zo = Zo ,
1- p(% + yE,,/E,z) 1- pQ/ E,z
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or

z= Zo = Zo ,
1- q(:E./E" + y) 1- qQ/EII

(A2.2 - 5)

where Q = zE.+yE" as before. Replacing Z in equation (A2.2-1) with the expression

of (A2.2-4) and simplifying, we have

2pcEZo 2pE
E. = - (1- pQ/E.)2 - 1- pQ/E;

or

Similarly, the equation for q is

Q2 ~2EQi +2[(1+ cZo)E - Q]+ Ell = O.

"

(A2.2 - 6)

(A2.2 -7)

(A2.2 - 8)

(A2.2 -9)

(A2.2 -10)

The solutions to equation (A2.2-7) and (A2.2-8) are

_ Q- E(l + cZo) ± v'.EJ.I(l + cZo)2 - 2QcZoE E
p- 2EQ-Q2 s,

__Q- E(l + cZo) ± v'E2(1 +cZo)2 - 2QcZoE E
q - 2EQ - Q2 fl'

We employ the similar technique used for parallel projection to determine the

correct sign in equations (A2.2-9) and (A2.2-10). Consider an image point where

Q = o. It is easy to show that we have Z = Zo for this point, and the equation

(A2.2-1) or (A2.2-2) becomes

Er = -2g(cZo+ l)E, (A2.2 -11)

where ~ is : or y and 9 is p or q correspondingly. The solution for 9 is simply

Eg= _ r
2E(1 + cZo}

(A2.2 - 12)

Now, when Q = 0, equation (A2.2-9) or (A2.2-10) has two solutions, one is infinity

if negative sign is chosen, and the other is a zero over zero fraction if positive sign
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is used. Differentiate the numerator and the denominator of equation (A2.2-9) or

(A2.2-10) with respect to Q, we have

__1- cZoE/VEJ(1 +CZo)2 - 2QcZoE E
g- 2E-2Q "

Substituting Q = 0 into this equation, we arrive at

__ E + cZoE - cZoE _ _ E,
9 - 2E2(1 + cZo) E, - 2E(1 + cZo)'

(A2.2 -13)

(A2.2 -14)

This is the same solution we obtained in (A2.2-12). Therefore, the solution with the

positive sign in equation (A2.2-9) or (A2.2-10) gives the correct solution. Generally,

the solution can be expressed as

__Q- E(I + cZo) +vE2(1+ cZo)2 - 2QcZoE E
s> 2EQ-Q2 ,. (A2.2 -15)

If we do not have any depth information, we first need to recover the depth

along the optical depth (cZo ) . Then the above equation can be used to find the

orientation parameter.

Using equation (A2.2-1) or (A2.2-2), we can write

which 9 is p or q. Let us define

E Z
r = -' = -(cZ + I)-g.

2E e.

Differentiating r with respect to ~, we have

z2r, = -(2cZ + 1)~rf.
o

Substituting equation (A2.2-11) into (A2.2-13), we can write

4E2 2cZ+1
-r - -7""':-=Ef ,- (cZ + 1)2'
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Since

equation (A2.2-19) becomes

2EErr _ 2 = 2cZ + 1z: (cZ + 1)2'

Let us define

then solve equation (A2.2-21) for cZ:

1-1±v"J=l
cZ= .

2-1

(A2.2 - 20)

(A2.2 - 21)

(A2.2 - 22)

In equation (A2.2-22), we have ± sign before the square root, thus we need to find

which sign will give us a right solution, or both of them? Form the definition of 1

and equation (A2.2-21), we have

__ 2cZ + 1 2 _ 2(cZ)2 + 2cZ + 1
1- (cZ + 1)2 + - (cZ)2 + 2cZ + 1 .

(A2.2 - 23)

Because bath e and Z are positive numbers, cZ is also positive and its range is from

zero to positive infinity. Replacing cZ with zero in equation (A2.2-23), we have

"1 = 1; letting cZ approach infinity, 1 goes to 2. Therefore, the range of 1 is from

1 to 2. Keeping the range of 1 in mind, consider the right hand side of equation

(A2.2-22). It can be seen that the denominator is always positive since 1 is less than

2. Because the term 1- 1 has range from 0 to 1, we have 1- 1 $ ,/1- 1. When the

positive sign is used, the numerator is greater than zero, which results in a positive

solution for cZ. If the negative sign is chosen, the numerator of the solution become

negative which gives an unacceptable negative solution for cZ. Therefore, we arrive

a.t

1- 1+ ,,1, - 1
cZ= .

2-1
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Applying this equation to a small region around the point :J: = 11 = 0, the depth Zo

can be recovered. Knowing zo, we can find the orientation parameter by employing

equation (A2.2-15).
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APPENDIX III

SOLVING FOR PARAMETERS

OF ROTATIONAL MOTION

Detailed derivations of the equations used to recover parameters of pure rotational

motion are presented in this appendix. As before, we assume a Cartesian coordinate

system which is fixed to the camera, and the Z-axis points along the optical axis.

Orthographic projection is employed with images being formed on the plane Z = 1.

The image of a point R = (X, Y,Z)T is r = (:I:, v. l)T, where :I: = X and y = Y. We

assume that the scene is a uniform planar surface with a normal

n =(-p, _q,l)T. (A3 -1)

The normalized image brightness expression for an uniform Lambertian patch, as

given by equation (3-7), is

(A3 - 2)

The brightness variation, at an image point r, is due to two factors. One is the

change in orientation of the surface relative to the light source (which moves with

the camera/vehicle), and the other is the change in depth. Mathematically, the

image brightness change can be written

8E 8E em 8E dZ
at =(an)' (dt) + (azHdt").

From equation (A3-2), we find

aE E
-=-(-}nan n·n'

and

8E 1
8Z = -2E(c + z}'
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Equations (A3-4) and (A3-5) are from the image brightness expression, and they do

not depend on the relative motion of the camera with respect to the scene. However,

the terms a/dt and dZ/dt in equation (A3-3) will depend on the actual motion.

Let w = (A, B,C)T denote the rotational velocity of the camera (with the light

source) relative to the scene. In order to find dn/dt, that is, the rate of change of

the surface orientation, we define the unit normal vector as

1
il = _r.;:-:;: D.

V D' D

The time derivative of this unit vector can be written as

dii 1 dn 1 dn
dt = "fn 0 D dt - (D 0 D)3/2 (dt 0 D) n,

(A3 - 6)

(A3 -7)

Since the camera is rotating with speed w relative to the planar patch, the unit

normal of the patch will change, and the rate of the change can be given by

dii 1
- =-wxil= ---(1.1I XD).
dt "fD·n

(A3 - 8)

It is obvious that the right side of equation (A3-7) is equal to the right side of

equation (A3-8), that is,

(A3 - 9)

Dividing both sides of equation (A3-9) by (1/,;n:D) and changing the order of the

cross product (w x D), we have

dn 1 dn
- - -(- • D) D =D X W.
dt non dt

(A3 -10)

Writing the cross product of the normal i& with the both sides of equation (A3-10),

we obtain

dn 1 dn
n x - - -(- . n) (Dx D) =DX(n x 1.1I).

dt n·n dt
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Since n x n =0, equation (A3-11) becomes

dn
nx dt =nx [n x e]. (A3 -12)

Taking the cross product of equation (A3-12) with I, a unit vector along the Z axis,

we have
dn tin dn dn

I X (n x -) = (I· -)n - (I .n)- = --
dt dt dt dt'

(A3 -13)

because i'n = 1 and j. (dn/dt) = o. Equation (A3-13) is the cross product of i and

the left side of equation (A3-12), and it is obviously equal to the cross product of z

and the right side of equation (A3-12), that is,

: = -s x (n x (n x w)). (A3 -14)

This is a vector expression of the temporal derivative of the surface normal in terms

of the rotational speed w and the normal itself.

To determine the variation in brightness due to change in the distances of scene

points from the camera, we first consider a point on the imaged surface with velocity

Re = (X, Y,Z). For this particular point, the distance (or depth) change is only

caused by z. However, at the point in the image which the surface point is projected

onto, the depth change is induced not only by Z, but also by X and/or Y provided

that az/ax and/or az/ay are/is not zero at the surface point. In other words, the

depth change can be expressed as

dZ . • .
-=-pX-qY+zdt I

(A3 -15)

where p = az/ax and q = az/ay as before. The two terms, -pX and -qY, are

the depth change caused by the replacement of a point by another (with different

depth). Since the surface normal is defined as

n = (-PI -ql lf ,
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the depth change at a point in the image can be written in vector form as

dZ
de =n·Rc.

We have noted that the rotation of the camera induces a velocity

Rc=-wxR

(A3 -16)

(A3 -17)

for a point R in the scene relative to the camera. Therefore, the depth change given

by equation (A3-16) becomes

dZde = -n· (w xR) =n' (Rx w). (A3 -18)

Note that the sign change is caused by the reverse of the order of the vector product.

Substituting equations (A3-4), (A3-5), (A3-14) and (A3-18) into equation (A3-3),

we obtain the expression

Ee = n~n (n. (i x (n x (n x w)))) - 2E(c + j)(n. (R x w». (A3 -19)

In order to solve equation (A3-19) for til, we need to factor out w from the right

side. The first term on the right of equation (A3-19) can be expressed as

~(n. (sx (n x (n x fAI)) = ~(n- «(i. (n x w))n - (i -n)(n x til»).
n·n non (A3 - 20)

Noting that i . n = 1, we apply distribution law of dot products to the expression

and obtain

~ (n. «(i. (n x tII))n - (i -n)(n x til») = ~«(n -n)(i - (n x til)) -n - (n x til». (A3 - 21)n·n non

Because i . (n x til) = (i x n) -w and n - (n x til) = (n x n) -til = 0, the expression above

becomes

~«(n. n)(z· (n x w)) = E(i x n)· ta.non
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Factoring the second term of the right side in equation (A3-19), we have

1 1
-2E(c + z}{n. (R x CAl)) = 2E(c + Z){(R x n] . w). (A3 - 23)

The sign of this term is changed since the order of the vector product is reversed.

Combining expressions' (A3-22) and (A3-23), we can write equation (A3-19) as

where

Ee =q'W,

1
q = E«(i x n) + 2(c + Z)(R x n)).

(AS - 24)

(AS - 25)

This is the image brightness change equation in the case of pure rotation.

Now let us show how the depth at a particular point (:r: = 11 = 0) changes when

the imaged plane moves with a rotational motion.

First, we notice that

Zo=R·n,

since the planar patch is expressed as

Z= Zo+pX+qY.

Then, we can write

ss, aR an
-=n·-+R·-
dt at at

an
=n· (-w x R) +R·

at
an=-R·(nxw)+R·
at

an
=R·I-(nxw) +-]

at

From previous derivations (A3-14), we know that

~; = -i X (n x (n x CAl)).
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Substituting (A3-28) into (A3-27), we have

dZo =R.[-(nxw)-ix (nx(nxw»)1
~ ,

= R· [-(n x e) - (i. (n x w» n+ (i ·n)(n x w)J

Noting that (I· n) is 1, equation (A3-29) can be simplified as

dzo = R. [-i. (n x w) n] = -[i· (n x w)J(R' n].at

(A3 - 29)

(A3 - 30)

It is interesting to point out that we can use different method to determine dzo/at

and arrive at the same result. In fact, we have had the derivative of the depth from

(A3-18)j that is,

At z =Zo, we can write

dz
-=n·(Rxw)at .

~o =n. (Ra x w),

(A3 - 31)

(A3 - 32)

where Ra is the vector to the point (0,0, Zo) on the imaged surface. Since no = (R·n) z,

(A3-32) has the form as

~o = [n- (i x w)J(R -n]. (A3 - 32)

Change the order of the triple product in equation (A3-32), we obtain the same

result as that in (A3-30)j that is,

~o = -Ii. (n x C&I»)(R.n).
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APPENDIX. IV

MOTION - PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION

Motion vision for parallel projection has been studied in chapter 7. In this appendix,

we will examine the motion problem when perspective projection is used. Detailed

derivations for recovering motion parameters presented. Different from the deriva

tions for parallel projection, matrix forms are used in this appendix. However, it

can be seen that we will arrive at solutions in vector form which are similar to those

for parallel projection.

A4.1 Brightness Change due to Motion

A three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is assumed. Conventionally, the

center of projection is at the origin of the coordinate system and images are formed

on the plane Z = 1, parallel to the X - Y plane. Suppose that a point Po on the

surface of the object has coordinates (X,Y,Z), and its corresponding point in the

image is ~ with coordinates (:,11,1), then the two points are related by

X
:=-,

Z
Y

and 11= z: (A4.1-1)

When the imaged object moves with respect to the coordinate or the illumina

tion varies, the brightness in the image may change. Image brightness depends on

many factors; it can be considered as a function of the surface orientation, direction

and intensity of light sources, reflectance property of the surface, distance between

the imaged surface and the camera and the optical property of the medium. For

generality, let us assume that the image brightness can be written as a function of

n arguments,

(A4.1- 2)
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where i = 1, ..., n, and Ai = Ai(Po,t) which is a function of the location Po = (X, Y, Z)

on the surface and the time t.

:rIGURE A4.1-1

Rigid Body Motion

To analyze the brightness change clearly, it is helpful to distinguish two effects

of motion on the image brightness, they are that motion brings different points or

patches into view, and that the arguments of the same point or patch are changed

by the motion. .AB shown in figure A4.1-1, at time t, point Pi in the image is the

projection of Po on the surface. After a small time interval At, since the suface Set)

has moved to Set + At), the point which radiates toward ~ is not the same point

Po but a different point ~. At the same time, since the position of 1':, is changing,

some arguments of ~ may change during the time interval At. Let us consider the

two effects on the brightness change separately in two steps. First, assuming that

each argument or parameter of p:, is not changed when the object moves, that is,

Ai(~' t) = Ai(~' t + At).
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This assumption is true for some arguments, such as reflectance factor or texture

on the surface. For other arguments to which this assumption does not apply,

their change will be considered in the second step. When only the first effect is

considered, based on equations (A4.1-2) and (A4.1-3), the brightness change at Pt

can be expressed as

E(z,!I, t + At) - E(z, !I,t) = F(Aj(~, t +At)) - F(Aj(Po , t))

=F(Aj(~, t)) - F(Aj(Po, t». (A4.1- 4)

Suppose that the coordinates of Po and J: at time t are (X, Y,Z) and (X', Y', Z')

respectively, at timet + At, however, the coordinates of J: become

(X' + AX, Y' + All; z' + AZ) = (X' + :kAt, Y' + YAt, Z' + ZAt),

where x,Yand Z are the three components of the velocity of point 1>:, during the

time interval At. Because the projection of .p; on the image plane at time t + At is

the same point P,~ that of Po at time e, the following equations must be satisfied

at time t + At:

or

X'+:kAt
Z'+ZAt =:,

Y'+YAt
and Z'+ZAt =y, (A4.1- 5)

X' = zZ' + :ZAt - :kAt,

Y' = yZ' + yZAt- YAt. (A4.1- 6)

We can assume that z' is almost equal to Z provided the surface is smooth, then

we have

X· .
X' =X+ zZAt-XAt,

y. .
Y' = Y + zZAt- YAt.
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Nowequation (A4.1-4) can be re-written as

E(z, s,t+ ~t) - E(z, y,t) =F(Aj(~, t» - F(Aj(Po, t»
X.» • Y· .=F(Aj(X + zZ~t -Xt:::..t, Y + ZZl:1.t - Y~t, Z'» - F(Aj(X, Y,Z». (A4.1- 8)

Divide both sides of equation (A4.1-8) by ~t and let ~t approach zero, this equation

becomes

dE(z,y) =~ aF [aAi eXz_X) aAi (Y Z _y)]
dt ~ aA~ ax Z + ay Z .

J=l #

(A4.1- 9)

Examining equation (A4.1-9), we notice that it would be redundant to add a term

aAi/az to this equation since the surface is assumed rigid and constrained byequa

tion Z =Z(X, Y). Also, the term fZ (or fZ) can be neglected only when Z:> X (or

Z:> Y) and Z is in the same order as X (or Y). The former condition is usually

satisfied when the optical depth is not very small. A good example of the violation

of the latter condition is to assume that X = Y = 0 but Z #:. o. We find that the

image brightness will be changed by the pure motion along the Z-axis provided

that JMt #:. 0, or W- :/: o. Only one point in the image is the exception, this point

locates at z = y = 0 which is called the focus of expansion. When the two terms,fZ

and ~Y, are negligible, equation (A4.1-9) becomes

dE(z,y) =_~ aF (aAi X aAi y )
dt ~ aAj ax + ay . (A4.1-10)

It should be pointed out that the brightness change caused by the effect expressed

in equation (A4.1-9) implies the correspondence between the motion of a surface

point and the motion of its projection in the image. Suppose that the projection of

1':, is PI with coordinates (2:-~:r:, y-t:::..YJ 1) at time t. Ifwe assume that the brightness

of Pi remains constant during the time lnterval ae, which is equivalent to that all
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parameters of ~ remain constant, then the brightness change may be written as

E(:Z:,lI, t + ~t) - E(:z:, 11. t) = E(:z: - ~:z:, 11- ~lI, t) - E(:z:.lI, t)

=F(Aj(~,t)) - F(Aj(Po,t)).

Also divide equation (A4.1-11) by ~t and let At go to zero, we have

dE(:z:.lI) = _(aE:i: + aEy)
dt a:z: all

=~ aF [aAj (xZ_X) aAj (yz_Y)]
~ aAi ax z + ay z ',=1

(A4.1-11)

(A4.1-12)

where :i: and y are two components of the velocity of the point of interest in the

image. The correspondence appears more clear, when ft and ~z can be omitted;

that is,

dE(:Z:,lI) = _(aE:+ aEy)
dt a:z: all

= _~ aF (aAix· aAjy.)
/- aA· ax + ay .
i=l '

(A4.1-13)

It is obvious that the brightness change caused by this effect is due to the brightness

difference between the point of interest and its neighboring points. There would

not be any brightness change for a region of uniform brightness in the image if only

the first effect existed. In fact, of course, there is the second effect and it may affect

the brightness of the patch.

Most of the arguments in equation (A4.1-2) will vary when the surface moves;

for example, the orientation of a surface patch, the depth and so on. These changes

can be expressed as
8A; t'
at lor i = 1, ..•,n.

Add the second effect to equation (A4.1-9), a general formula to calculate the bright

ness change is

dE(:z:,y) =~ 8F [aA; (xt _X) 8A; (Y t _Y) aA;]
dt ~ aAj ax z + 8Y Z + at .
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A4.2 Brightness Change in Attenuating Media

The previous discussion is very general, let us consider the motion problem for an

underwater environment in more details. Suppose that the same lighting geometry

of Fig 3-1 is employed for motion study. Based on equations (3-7) and (3-8) but

now assuming that the refiectance property of the imaged surface is not uniform,

we may write the image irradiance equation as

E =pf(1',q) ~e-2CZ, (A4.2 -1)

where E = E(2:,1I, t) is the irradiance at (2:,11) in the image, l' =p(X,Y, t) and q = q(X, Y,t)

determine the orientation at point (X, Y) on the imaged surface corresponding to

the point (2:,11) in the image, p is the refiectance factor, and Z is the depth.

According to the general formula (A4.1-14), the change of brightness or irradi

ance caused by the motion of the object can be expressed as

dE(2:,1I} = [ap (xz_X) ap (Y Z _ y)] I( }2... -2cZ
dt ax Z + ay Z 1',q Z2e

[
af ap (XZ· X·) af ap (Y z· Y·)] 1 -2cZ+ --- - - +--- - - p -eapax Z 8paY z Z2

+ [a f .2!L(Xz_X) + af aq (YZ _ y)] p ...!-e-2CZ
aqax Z aqaY z Z2

[
X . . Y .. ] 11- p(-Z-X)+q(-Z-Y) pf(pq)2(c+-)-e-2CZ
Z Z I ZZ2

+ (af ap+ 8f aq) 2...e - 2CZ
a1' at aq at p p

1 1 2 Z·- 2(c + z}pf(p, q)p e- C Z (A4.2 - 2)

Equation (A4.2-2) indicates that the brightness change at a point (2:, y) can be

considered as a result from two kinds of contributions as mentioned in previous

section. The first four terms on the right represent the brightness change caused by

the surface patch with different albedo, different orientation or different depth which

is brought into view. The fifth and sixth terms represent the change of orientation

and depth of the same patch when the object moves.
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More specifically, let us assume that the reflectance map I(p, q) in equation

(A4.2-2) has the following form:

() PP. + qq.+ 1
I p,q = v'r+q2+1v'p~+If.+l' (A4.2 - 3)

where (-P., -q., I)T is the direction of the point light source. Furthermore, we assume

that the motion of the imaged object is induced by a movement of the camera and

the speed of the camera and be expressed by the combination of a translational

velocity t = (U, V,W)T and a rotational velocity III = (A,B,O)T. Then, the brightness

change can be given in matrix form as

dE(:,1I) = (KZ -:k
dt Z

+ [7 (Pt (A4.2 - 4)

where
f - PP. + qq. + 1

- v'r +q2 + Iv'~ + If. + I'
t - al _ 1 P.(,f + 1) - p(qq. + 1)

P - ap - v'~ + If. + 1 (r + q2 + 1)3/2

al 1 q.(p2 + 1)- q(pP. + 1)
19 = aq = v'~ + If. + 1 (r + q2 + 1)3/2 '

:k= -U - BZ + OY,

y = -V - OX + AZ,

Z=-W-AY+BX,

ap 2
Pt = at =pqA - (1+ p )B - qa,

aq
CIt = at = (1+ q2)A - pqB + pC,

a2z

r= aX2 '

CPz a2z

3 = ax ay = ayax'
a2z

t= aY2.
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Now, let us go back to our model described in chapter 3, where the distance

between the light source and the camera is negligible compared with the distance

between the camera and the imaged surface. In other words, we can assume that

P. 1::1 q. 1::1 o. Similar to the situa.tion in chapter 7, we consider a particularly simple

but important scene - a piece of plane with uniform reflectance arid its equation

is

Z=pX+qY+Zo• (A4.2 - 5)

Under this condition, the brightness change equation become quite simple:

(A4.2 - 6)

since ap/ax = apjay = 0, r = 8 = t = 0 and P. = q. = O. We can also write the

expression in a vector form

dE(z,y) 1 E 1 A

d = -2(c + Z)E[r x (n x i)l· Rc + -(n· ne) - 2(c + -Z)E(s . Rc).
t n·n

A4.3 Recovering Motion

(A4.2 -7)

We consider the problem of recovering the motion parameters in three steps. First,

we show if the pure translational motion can be recovered. Then the more compli-

cated case of pure rotational motion will be examined. Finally, general motion will

be discussed.

When the camera is moving translationally with respect to the planar scene, the

orientation of the patch keeps unchanged. Therefore, the derivative of the surface

normal is zero (ne = 0), and the motion of a point R in the scene has the relative
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speed Rc = -t where t = (U, V,W)T is the speed of the camera. Now, equation

(A4.2-7) becomes

dE~, y) =2(c+ j)E[r x (n X i) + ij· t. (A4.3 -1)

-
Because n = (-p,-q, l)T can be determined based on the static information in the

image as mentioned in chapter 5, vector r x (n x i) +i can be calculated easily. It is

obvious that vector r X (n x i) + i has two degrees of freedom since r only has two

degrees of freedom and n is constant vector for a planar patch. Therefore, we can

not recover the translational motion completely if there is only a single planar patch

in the scene. However, ifwe consider a small area near the origin of the image, that

is, near : = y =0, the image brightness change is

1 1
Ec = 2(c+ z)E(n. t) = 2(c + z)EDe. (A4.3 - 2)

Here, De is the rate of distance change form the camera to the planar patch, it can

be used for estimating the collision time between the camera and the scene.

When the camera is purely rotating with speed w = (A, B, O)T, a point R on the

imaged surface will have relative speed

Rc=-wxR. (A4.3 - 3)

Based on the derivation given in appendix ill, the orientation change at R is

ne = -i x (n x (n x w)). (A4.3 -4)

Substituting equations (A4.3-3) and (A4.3-4) into equation (A4.2-7), we have the

following expression of brightness change:

mw 1 . E--;u- = 2(c+ j)E[r x (n x i) +ij· (Col x R) +~[n. (i x (n x (n x Col)))].
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Since (r X (n x i) + i] . (w x R) = (R x (r x (n x i)) +R x i]· W, and R = Zr, the first term

on the right of equation (A4.3-3) becomes

2(cZ + l)E(r x (r x (n x i)) + r x i] . w (A4.3 -6)

The second term on the right of equation (A4.3-5) has been simplified in equations

(A3-20) to (A3-22) of appendix ill, that is,

E
-(n· (i x (n x (n x w)))] =E(i x n) . w.
D·n

Combining equations (A4.3-6) and (A4.3-7), we have

dEer)-;u- =q'W,

where

q = 2(cZ + l)E(r x (r x (n x i)) + r x i] +E(i x n].

(A4.3 -7)

(A4.3 - 8)

(A4.3 - 9)

Similar to the situation for parallel projection, we cannot completely recover the

rotational motion if there is only a single planar patch in the scene since q only has

two degrees of freedom. At least, two planar patches with different orientations are

needed to recover the three motion parameters (A,B,C).

Let us consider the general motion that the camera moves with translational

speed t and rotational speed w. At a point R in the scene, the induced speed is

Rc =-t-w xR.

And, the orientation change is

nt = -i x (n x (n x w)).

Therefore, the brightness change can be expressed as

Ee =q- w + 8 . t ,
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where

q = 2(cZ + l)E(r x (r x (n x i» + r x iJ + E(i x n]

as before, and

1•=2(c+ Z)Elr x (n x i) + i) (A4.3 -13)

The solution can be achieved by using a least square formula to minimize the error

sum over an image region, that is,

Minimize 1~)Et - q . w - 8' t)2J.
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APPENDIX V

POINT SOURCE ILLUMINATION IN AIR

Most part of this dissertation involves applications of passive machine vision tech

niques in a light attenuating medium such as sea water when a point light source

is used for illumination. As mentioned before, there are critical differences between

land-based and underwater vision systems: the medium for underwater systems is

light attenuating and the illumination underwater can hardly be uniform. In our

studies, a point source illumination is assumed which is a good approximation to

many light sources used in such environments. In contrast, most systems operating

in natural land environments exploit the uniform lighting from the sky. Based on

these main distinctions, two special cases may be considered. First, we assume that

collimated light beam illumination is used in a vision system instead of a point light

source. This condition is equivalent to that when a point source is located far away

from the imaged scene which has been studied in Chapter 4 both for parallel and

perspective projections. In the other special case, we assume that attenuation of the

medium is too minor to be detected. This assumption applies to land-based vision

systems since light attenuation in clear air is negligible. More mathematically, we

may presume that clear air is also a light attenuating medium with its attenuation

coefficient approaching to zero.

In this appendix, we will show how our developed models and achieved results

can be modified for land-based vision systems when point light source illumination

is utilized. We will study the problem of recovering orientation of planar patches as

well as recovering translational motion. Experiment results are presented. Those

experiments were conducted in the computer vision laboratory of the University of

Hawaii. The experiment results verified our theoretical derivations.
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AS.! Recovering Orientation of Planar Patches

In Chapter 3 of this dissertation , we introduced the model of the reflectance map

for a Lambertian surface Z(X, Y} in a light attenuating medium, illuminated by a

point source, that is, the brightness of a point r in the image can be determined by

E(r} = I. _1_"!"e-2Clz.
f( ';n·nZ2

(AS.I-I)

In the equation above, 1. is the intensity of the light source, n is the surface nor

mal at the imaged point and Z is the depth. The reflectance map describes the

image brightness of an image point in terms of the position and orientation of the

corresponding surface point relative to the light source and camera.

Consider the medium, air, with a negligible or zero attenuation coefficient. Let

ting c be zero in equation (A5.I-I), we have

E(r} = 1. _I_..!...
f( vn ·nZ2

Since the imaged surface patch is a planar patch,

Z=Zo+pX+qY,

equation (A5.I-2) can be written as:

I
E(r} = K Z2'

where

is a constant.

(A5.1- 2)

(A5.1- 3)

When parallel projection is used, we have z = X and y = Y. The components of

the brightness gradient are

8E 2E
-=E:=--p
8z Z '
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8E 2E
8y = EJI =-zq· (A5.1- 5)

Substituting the equation of the planar patch Z = Zo+pz+qy into equations (A5.1-4)

and (A5.1-5) and noting p/q = E:/ESI , we can arrive at

(A5.1- 6)

where Q = zE. + lIEJI' Derivations of these equations are not given here since the

similar procedures can be found in Appendix IT of this dissertation. Or, these

equations can be achieved by letting the attenuation coefficient c in the developed

equations (5.1-9) and (5.1-10) approach to zero.

Without depth information, we cannot uniquely recover the orientation param

eters since scaling the unknown parameters p, q, and Zo by the same constant factor

will leave the constraint equation (AS.I-6) unchanged. In other words, if the par

ticular plane Z = Zo + p: + qy is a solution, so is Z = k(Zo+pz+qy) for any positive k.

It is interesting to note that the two planes Z = Zo+p:+qy and Z = k(Zo+pz+qy) are

not parallel. This ambiguity, shown in figure AS.I-l, arises because any such two

planes generate the same shading gradient in the image. Hence, only the relative

values of these parameters can be recovered.

plane 2

92

g 1 92- - --
21 22

camera plane 1
91

PIGURE AIi.I-!

Two Planar Patches have the Same Image Shading
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The orientation parameter can be recovered if the distance to the plane along

the optical axis (or the depth of an arbitrary point) is known. The accuracy of 9

will directly depend on the accuracy of Zo since

5g 5Zog= z;:

PIGURE A5.1·~

Lighting Geometry for Experiments

(A5.1-7)

Several experiments with real images have been performed to determine the

accuracy of the methods for recovering the orientation of planar surfaces under

point source illumination (in air). The lighting geometry for these experiments

is show in Figure A5.1-2. A CCD camera with a view angle of 22.5 degree was

employed to take pictures. The imaged surface was a planar board covered with

white cloth which is supposed to have Lambertian optical property. The light source

was an automobile bulb powered by 12V DC. The bulb was located very close to

the camera, the distance between them ~...as about 1 in. Images were taken in the

computer vision laboratory of the University of Hawaii during the night. All lights

were turned off except the small bulb - the experimental point light source. To
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avoid reftected light from the other objects or walls, only the front side of the bulb

was open, the other five sides were covered by brown cardboard.

Cautions have been taken in these experiments to keep the brightness of the

image in the range of the 8-bit camera system. Actually, the range of the brightness

was limited from 71 to 255. It has been found that the average brightness was about

70 even if the lens of the camera was completely covered. Significant differences

between the measured data and the theory may happen if the image is too bright

or too dark.

Images were taken when the image planar patch had different orientations with

respect to the camera (and the light source). Figures A5.1-3 to A5.1-8 show the

brightness along a scan line or column of these images. The scattered points in

these figures are experimental brightness values and the solid lines are theoretical

ones. It can be seen that these images are very noisy. This is mainly caused by

two factors: the light source is not an ideal point light source, and the white cloth

is not very flat and uniform. To reduce high frequency noise, averaging has been

performed over those experimental images. Besides low frequency pass filtering

(averaging), other means is also necessary to correct the image brightness since the

light source emits light non-uniformly in different directions with the same intensity.

It has been observed that the nearer to the center of the image (:I: = y = 0) an area

is, the brighter the area is, even when the distance from the light source to the

area is the same. Assuming the same distance from the light source to the imaged

patch, we use a simple linear model to approximately express the unevenness of the

illumination, that is,

E = Eo - fJa.d.

where Ii = .jz':Z + y':Z It has be experimentally determined that Pa =0.042 when Eo = 255

for the particular light we used. With the determined Pa, the brightness of a image
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point is then adjusted by using:

E2(:z, y)
Ea(:z, y) = E(:z, y)+ 2552 fJad,

where Ea(:z,y) is the adjusted brightness and E(:z,y) is the brightness in the real

image.

To estimate the orientation parameters, we first apply averaging with a window

size of 16x16 pixels over the image. Then, average brightness values of an area of 12x4

are computed as shown in figure AS.I-3. To reduce the amount of computation, the

adjustment on the brightness for compensating the unevenness of the light source is

performed on these averaged brightness values rather than that of each pixel. Using

those corrected average data points, the orientation parameters can be recovered

by using developed methods. The recovered parameters are shown at the lower left

comer in figures AS.I-3 to AS.I-S. For each experimental image, three lines near

the center are used to compute the same orientation parameter. It can be seen that

the recovered parameters are quite consistent with the actual data.

A5.2 Recovering Distance Change

In this section, we will show the distance change between the camera (with a point

light source) and the scene can be recovered for a land system if the illumination

is provided only by the point light source. Let us assume that the scene imaged

by the vision system consists of several planar patches. The orientation (or surface

normal) of these patches can be determined from their static images.

Suppose that the camera has pure translational motion t = (U, v,W)T relative to

the scene. The brightness change equation for a vision system in a light attenuating

medium with a point source illumination is given in Chapter 7, equation (7.3-1):

1
Be = 2E(c+ ZHn. t),
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where n = (-PI -q, 1fr is the surface normal and Z is the depth. When the attenuation

coefficient e is zero, the above equation becomes:

2EEc = -(n·t).
Z

(A5.2 - 2)

Based on the same arguments given in Chapter 7, we cannot recover t if the

scene is a single plane, since the velocity vector appears in terms of a dot product

with the normal vector n. That is, we can only recover

EcZn·t=-.
2E

(A5.2 - 3)

(A5.2 -4)

Even though we cannot completely recover translational motion if the imaged ob

ject is a single planar patch, the brightness change provides information about the

distance change between the imaged patch and the camera. This can be seen from

the fact that
dD (n ·t)
di = Vn·n'

where D denotes the perpendicular distance to the planar surface.

Experiments were performed to see that the distance change can be recovered

for a land-based system when point source illumination is used. Sequences of images

were taken when the camera (with the light source) is moving. To reduce the effects

caused by noise, brightness averaging is performed over the image (64 x 64 pixels).

The experiment results are shown in Figure A5.2-1 to A5.2-3. In these figures,

the solid lines are the actual change rate, the scattered points are recovered values.

Figure 6.1-1 shows the simplest case when the imaged planar patch is perpendicular

to the optical axis, the Z-axis. In other words, the normal of the patch is (0,0,1).

The camera. is moving along the optical axis with speed of (0,0,0.1). The distance

change rate is 1.0 x 0.1 = 0.1. In Figure 6.1-2, the imaged planar patch is tilted with

its normal of (1.0,0.2,1.0). The camera has speed of (0.1,0,0), that is, it moving along
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X axis. It should be noted that the camera is not moving towards (or backwards)

the scene but moving side-way. However, the distance between the camera and

the scene does change since the patch is tilted. Figure 6.1-3 shows the recovered

distance change when the relative velocity of the camera with respect to a tilted

planar patch is (0.073,0,0.073). Since the surface normal is (0.34,0,1.0), the distance

change rate can be calculated as D' t =0.34 x 0.073 + 1.0 x 0.073 =0.1. It can be seen

that all recovered parameters are around the actual motion parameter.
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